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The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them_
church.
Julian Bond will be the guest
Will State Representative A. ganization, bickering and unrest speaker for the annual Men's
W. - Willis, Jr., become the too few services for too high Day service at St. James Bap-
first Negro mayor of the city taxes; and too low wages for tist church in Humboldt Tenn.,
a too high cost of living," and on Sunday. August 27.
that all of the previously an- The pastor, Rev. J. T. Free-
nounced candidates were in man, whose church is located
some way responsible for at 107 S. Seventh ave., recently
8. before a crowd which ovsn.- that burden, received notice that Mr. Bond
flowed from his home and filled Mr. Willis concluded his sta-2 would be with him and his
the Centenary Methodist church ment by saying his decisi in to congregation for the Men's Day
just across the street. offer himself as a candidate
The press conference was for the mayor's office is a "de-
scheduled for 1 p.m., but it claration of faith in the basic
was delayed by television cam-
eramen, who blew a fuse in the
church.
Mr. Willis, an attorney serv-
ing his second term in th2 Ten-
nessee Legislature, entered the
church with his wife and five
children, and was cheered wild-
ly by the audience, which in-
cluded many children.
In his prepared speech, be
told those gathered that if
we are to become, as I believe
we can, one of the truly great
cities of this nation, the mayor
of our city must unders'and
that the progress and greatness
of a city cannot be measured
merely in terms of the concrete
and steel structures it erscts
or the number of people within
its boundaries. Rather, true pro-
gress must be measured Oy
the extent to which a city can
respond sensitively to the every-
day problems facing each of
its citizens."
He told his listeners that
during the past year the city
has been burdened with "disor-
---
of Memphis?
After several weeks of rumor
he made his candidacy offieia!
on Tuesday afternoon, August
decency of the people of Mm-
phis," and "the mere fac: of
my election would move Mem-
phis to the forefront among
those cities which have shown
a concern for the bettement
of all their people."
Mr. Willis answered questions
after reading his statement
which included:
What will you do to handle
a race riot?
"Remove the cause of riots
before they occur."
What will you do about th,?
Ku Klux Klan?
"You don't have to
worry about the Klan
because the minute I am
elected they are going to
disappear."
Atty. Willis was followed to
the microphones by Dr. V isco
A. Smith, a local dentist, who
gave a sketchy outline of the
candidate's biography.
The audience, which WAS
about a fourth white, and which
M AN OF THE YEAR —
Rufus R. Jones, insurance
and real estate executive.
was recently named the
Bluff City Jaycees' "Man
of the Year," and here he
is shown bolding plaque
during recent service. A
past president and mem-
ber of the organiration
for 10 year', Mr. Jones
(See Page 2)
is active in such areas
as South District School
Night for Scouting and is
publicity director and a
member of the hoard of
the Goodwill Home for
boys. He is superintendent
of the Sunday School of
Nen Hope Bluth' church
and chairman of its Board
of Trustees, and owner
service.
Mr. Bond was elected to a
seat in the Georgia House of
Representatives in 1935, but was
prevented from taking office in
January 1966 by members of
the legislature who objected to
some statements he had made
about the war in Vietnam.
He won the seat again at
a special election held in Feb-
ruary of 1966, but was not
allowed to take his office until
one month after he was elect-
ed for the third time in Novem-
ber 1966.
Last Decethber. the United
States Supreme Court ruled
unanimously that the Georgia
House of Representatives had
erred in refusing him his seat.
He took office on Jan. 9, 1967,
and now serves on the Educa-
tion, Insurance and State In-
stitutions, and Properties com-
mittees.
A native of Nashville. he at-
tended grade school at Lincoln
University, Pa., and was grad-
uated from the George School,
a co-educational Quaker pre-
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TN RACE FOR MAYOR —
State Representative A. W.
Willis is shown reading
statement about his candi-
TENNESSEE STATE LITRARY
7TH AVENUE 110 OH„jam ivEncrt,, TN 7219
Tri.••State Defen
dacy for mayor's race din-
ing a press conferent..
held last week at the
Centenary Methodist
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY. AUGUST 19, 1967
Seen seated in
background are Mrs. Wil-
lis and four of the couple's
five children. The pres.;
conference was originally
MISSISSIPPI
rAUAMSAS‘ac I h TENNESSEE  s  
ABC
15&
outh, 19, Victim In
Harlem House Killing
Major Harold R. Sims Pistol Fires During
Gets New Appointment Fracas In Restaurant
FORT BELVOIR. Va , • -
Major Harold Rudolph Sims
has recently been appointed
as Secretary of the General
Staff at the U. S. Army
Engineer Center at Fort
Belvoir. This Is the latest
a/ in a series of key adminis-
set for the Willis home,
trative positions held by the
career officer.
but more than 300 per.
sons came to see Mr.
Willis make his announce-
ment.
An Optimistic Willis Julian Bond Will Speak
At Church In Humboldt
Prior to this appointment.
Major Sims was serving as
Deputy Adjutant General at
Fort Belvoir. Other assign-
ments include that as secre-
tary. of the Joint Unconven-
tional Warfare Task Force
in Cuba, a position Major
Sims held in 1962. In 1963, he
was serving as Secretary
of the General Staff at Head-
Georgia State Representative ty, Pa., in June 1957. He has quarters. John F. Kennedy
U. S. Army Center for Special
Warfare at Fort Bragg, N. C.
He was then assigned to the
Military Assistance Command
in the Republic of Vietnam,
where he served as chief
of the Adjutant General's
personnel processing orienta-
tion and control branch.
After returning from V'et-
nam. Major Sims was named
chief of the military personnel
'division in the office of the
Adjutant General, Fort Bel- General Officer Basic Course
voir. He then served as be
puty Adjutant General, be-
fore assuming his present
position.
Major Sims is a 1952 gra-
duate of Booker T. Washing-
ton High School, Memphis,
He attended Southern Uni•
versity in Baton Rouge. La.,
graduating in 1957 with a
Bachelor of Arts degree. He
was named to WHO'S WHO
IN AMERICAN COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES in 1956,
and graduated from college
been a student at Morehouse
college.
In april 1960. Mr. Bond help-
ed to found the Student Non-
violent Coordinating Committee.
He has helped in its civil rights
and voter registration cam-
paigns in Georgia, Alabama,
'Mississippi and Arkansas.
Mr. Bond, who is 27, lives





Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw. who
was a rival of State Repre-
sentative A. W. Willis in last
year's election, turned down
his invitation to attend his
press conference last week an-'
flouncing his quest for the
mayor's office.
Mr. Crenshaw, who is a l
former manager of the Dixiel
Homes Housing Project, in a
telegram to Mr. Willis, stated:,
"Cannot accept press con-
ference invitation. Must reject!
your candidacy for mayor.
I feel that your actions in the
Memphis Housing Authority
I
situation prove you are tin-
! worthy of public trust.
al "I pray that God will open
I the eyes of the people of Mem-
phis to the A. W. Willis-Hunt-
er Lane, Jr.—Henry Loeb stra-
tegy, and that they will vote
1 against all of you on elec-
tion day." She signed her mes-
sage on behalf of "Action Con-
solidated."
of the Jones and ASSO-
dates Insurance and Real-
ty company. From left
are Lawrence Mason. pro-
gram chairman; Earnest
Owen, president of the
organization: Mr. Jones,
and Charles W. Westbrook.




An argument which arose
during a dice game last Satur-
day evening left 22-year-old
Stephen O'Neal McClellan, Jr.,
of 585 Driving Park Court dead, I
the victim of one of his guests.
Police later arrested James
Luther Riddle, 43, of 1129-C N.
[ Manassas st., and charged him I
with murder.
Officers said the dice gam&
was in progress on the porch]
of McClellan's home, when
Riddle shot him in the left
side during the argument
The victim was pronounced
dead on arrival at John Gaston[ 
hospital.
MAJOR H. R. SIMS
He entered the Army ,n 1957
on a Reserve Officer Traiaing
Corps (ROTC) commission.
He completed the Adjutan
at Fort Benjamin Harrisan,
Ind., that year. During the
course of his Army career,
he has earned the Bronze
Star. the Purple Heart, the
Airborne Badge, and the Army
Commendation M e d al. He
,has also earned the Vietnam
[ Campaign Badge, the National
[Defense Ribbon, and the Viet-
nam Service Medal.
A 19-year-old youth w h o-
planned to enter Memphis StateI
university next menth, was ,
.hot to death early last Satur-
day morning an innocent v.c-[-
tim in a dispute involving two -
strangers who happened to!
come into the Harlem House'
where he and his brother nacl[
stopped for a snack.
The victim was Melvin Lee
Davis, son 1,1 Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Lee Davis of 274 N.
Dunlap st.
Police said that Jesse Davis
Moore, 30, of 227 Jones st.,
and Robert Lee Faulkner, 40,
of 314 N. Manassas st., had
gotten into an argument at
another rest (moult near the
Harlem H 'use which had re-
sulted in the stabbing of .Mriere
Moore was taken to the hos-
pital, and befere he could bc
treated, 1,e left, went to the
home of Floyi Boyd, 28 of 389
Dixie Mall and borrowed his
pistol.
After borrowing the weapon.
Moore found Faulkner in the
'Harlem House restaurant at
882 Poplar ate. about 2 a.m.
When he sunned Faulknei on
the side of the head with the
[pistol, it fired. The bullet
t struck the Davis youth in the
head, killing him instantly.
Boyd, who had loaned the
pistol to Moore, took his weap-
on from the man after the
shooting, and returned to his
home. He was later arrested
as an accessory to murder and
charged also with carrying a
pistol.
Faulkner was arrested and
charged with assault to mur-
der. Moore is in John Gaston
hospital, where he is expected
MELVIN DAVIS
to recover. He will be charged
1with murder.
; The victim was a 1967 grad-
uate of Manassas High School
He was working at St. Joseph's
hospital, and making plans to
[cnter Memphis State university
;In the fall. With him at the
lthe time he was killed was his
brother, Robert Earl Davis.
Aside from his parents and
brother, - he is survived by
;two sisters. Misses Regina Day-
is and Brenda Lou Davis; his
grandmothers, Mrs. Ruby Lee
Crawford of 707 Hastings st.,
and Mrs. 0. D. Hodges, Flint,
Mich.: a grandfather, Tomm
Davis of 2162 Curry; two un-
cles, Emmanuel Lewis and
Alvin Lloyd Lewis. Flint, Mich.
and other relatives.
S. W. Qualls a a d company
will have charge of funeral
services.
. Administration, and the As- Father Of 8 V . 1-1 d"cum laude." He is current
ly working towards a master s
degree in public administra-
tion at George Washington
University in Washington, D. C.
Prior to entering the Army,
Sims was an Asian-African
Student Consultant with the
U. S. National Student As-
sociation in Cambridge, Mass.
Major Sims is associated with
the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity,
the American Society of Pliblic 
anis e
sociation of the United States
Army.
Ma.* Sim's wife, Lana On Trip For Groceries
Joyce, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Taylor
is The last time Mrs. Earline and called to the attention ofSr., Rozelle Avenue. Mempn
Tenn. Major and Mrs. Sims




A Negro man shot down aft-I Memphian, Jeroy Carroll of
er an argument with a white 3228 Rochester, a parttimei'
man near Fayette, Miss., 
fokworker for the Tri-State Dc-
lowing the elections in that -
state, was the brother of a
(;ETTING SOME HELP
— Mrs. Hairline Robinson
manages a smile if grati-
tude as Rev. J. L Netters
(See Page 2)
presents her a check to
pay for her delinquent
utility bill. Mrs. Robinson.
a mother of eight and
Robinson of 494 Colorado Alley
saw her husband he was leav-
ing for the grocery store to
get food for her and theirl
eight children.
That was five months ago,1
when Mrs. Robinson was al-
most three months pregnant,
and he hasn't got back yet.
Since that time it has beeni
rough sledding for the family.'
And last week to make matters
even worse the utilities were
turned off at their home.
The plight of the family was
Rev. J. L. Netters, candidate
for councilman from District 6.
who is president of the Good
Neighbor Youth Foundation.
which has sponsored a shelter
home for dependent children.
A check to pay her utilities
was given to Mrs. Robinson,
and a neighbor, Mrs. Edna
Bernard, has been sharing her
food with the nine.
The family is not eligible yet
to receive public assistance,
but the Shelby County Welfare
department is looking into the
case, and it is possible, but
discovered by Rev. B. D. Bur-
bidge, a MAP South worker, (See Page 2)
expecting her ninth, was
deserted by her hnaband
lite months ago. Look;ng
on at left is Mrs. Edni
Bernard, a neighbor, wbs
has been helping the
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Support Banquet Sparks
Cuba Johnson Campaign
Cuba Spain Johnson, widely-,niittee He is Worshipful Mas-
known Memphian, had anothenter of Holly Grover Chapter
"big day" last Friday night.Number 129, P'. And A ML;
fnends and well wishers apsson is president of the Friend-
plauded the announcement of ly Casket Company and has
his candidacy for Councilman been a Life Underwriter for
of the Sixth District in Mean- North Carolina Mutual . . in
phis. District Six . . . for 18 years.
With well-known Leonard Mit- Other participants on the
chell serving as toastmaster. Friday night program at Holi-
an impressive group of out- clay Inn, included: Mr. Howard
standing citizens led in publicly.Horton. Mrs. Mabel Purnell.
endorsing Mr. Johnson's candi-
dacy. The climax came with
a special address by Dr. W.
SCLC Opens Convention In Atlanta, Ga.
day of the Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference's
have to develop mass dis-
ciplined f o r ces that can
remain excited and determin-
ed without dramatic con-
flagrations.
"T dislocatethe f •-
tioning of a city without.
plate banquet at the Holidav,ber 0.E.S, 
costly to the society but,
He was the honoree at a S5-a- !Master of Unity Chapter Num- took th .11 I d ' "the policy
Ion (Third Street) where scores As a businessman. Mr John- .ta
started moving toward the strikes and sit-ins in t
he is- , makers of the white society," the
tion's big cities 1 King said riots such as those 
-civil disobedience" as
on pony iolence "are as 
o Support
sault on the nation's big cities. 
Stressing that his views
Mrs. Ernestine Hughes, Mr.
James Ford, Rev. Elmer Mar-
tha. pastor of St. Andrew
H. Brewster, Sr pastor of! AME Church, Mr Elias Wil-
East Trigg Avenue Baptist.liams. Mrs. Bernice McClara-
Church. ban, and Mrs. Melvin Robin-
!son. campaign manager.
Eloquent speaker Brewster
described Mr. Johnson asi 
Mr. Johnson's campaign lead.
"a man of the people . we
rs also include: Mr Odell
good layman, a family man, a Guy, general co-chairman, Mrs.
civic worker, and leader 
of ti Aree Munn
 secretary, Howard
famed Southern Male Chorus." Horton. 
treasurer, Cuba Brown-
Her urged the audience to work l
ee, chairman of the finance
for his election. 
coommittee. M r s. Purnell,
chairman of the Women's Di-
vision, Mrs. Mable White,
chairman of the Church Com-
mittee. Mr. Joe Carr chairman
Mr. Johnson. himself, made
n stirring address, in which he
emphasized some of the main
points in his platform for ti.e of the Steering Committee, Mrs.
post. He particularly stressed Bernice McClanahan, general
his support of an effective anti-,chairman of the Support Dinner
poverty program in Memphis. last Friday night. and a
He indicated his intention to, ward and precinct committee
do something positive to stop :consisting of James Moganfield,
the unsavory practices if some'Odell Dotson, Dero Mosley, El-
of the welfare bureaucrats wholton Jackson. George Washing- F o 11 o w i n g the slaying
"spend their time peeping in— ton. and Edell Guy. Charles Evers, NAACP field
see if a man is coming from One of Mr. Johnson's cam-
a welfare recipient's home in, 
director for the state of Missis-
paign slogans is "Don't throw
order to cut off her welfare' 
sippi. said Negroes would not
Me down . . . and pass me. stand idly by while others were
check" .. . He expressed .his around to your neighbor" shot down in cold blood and
displeasure over high hospital]
Other announced candidates
for the Mayor's seat are the
Incumbent Mayor William S.
Ingram, Jr., Commissioners
Hunter Lane, Jr., and Pete
Sisson, former Mayor Henry
T,oeb and Sheriff William Mon
ris..
Mayor
(Continued From Page 1)
Included a number of vePeran
politicians, appeared restless
!while Dr. Smith was giving his
talk, and when Jesse Bishop,
longtime active in civic pro;ects
e floor the assembly
With so many candidstes,
seeking office, it is belisvedi
that a run-off between the high-
est two of the six will be the
outcome.
Dr. Smith predicted that Mr
Willis would win in the Octooer
election.
Brother
costs and the manner in which,
too many poor patients are Fathertreated at some local institu- 
tions.
He cited hospital cost of $32' (Continued From Page 11
a day, leveled against a man
who earns only $60 a week. As! o,n 
t certain, that arrangements
Councilman, he said he wou
ld,wili be made to pay the rent.
work to change such situations.1 
• The family is in dire need,
He said "The Sixth District 
!Rev. Netters told the Tri-
needs a man in the Council- 
State Defender. "and persons
man's office who knows 
theseth clothing and furniture to
things and is willing ti do 
spare should make it available
something about them'. 
to them."
In addition to the baby. who
Various speakers revealed .is going on two. the family
that Mr. Johnson was born and -Includes Addie Bee. 17; Roose-
educated in Arkansas. He ye-,ii 10; Essie Mae. nine: Willie
moved to Memphis at an early Lee, seven; Minnie Lee, five:
age. He married the former. Maggie Mae, four: and Arthur
Miss Mary Adams, who is the Lee, three.
mother of their three children,
a daughter and two sons. He
was a shop Steward for the New Tyler Plans Warner Temple
CIO at Fisher Body Plant. He,
(Continued From Page 1)
The victim, Samuel O'Neal
Carroll, 53 was shot and killed
by Cecil King, w h o it w a s
claimed had threatened to kill
any Negro elected in the Missis-
sippi primaries.
The killing occurred on a
county road in Jefferson County
Miss., near a site where Mr.
Carroll had been erecting a
cattle pen.
led a protest rally in the town
of 1,600.
Mr. Carroll was the father
of five daughters, all grown,
and lived by himself near the
to w n of Tillman, 250 miles
,south of Memphis.
Mr. Carroll had not been
politically active in Mississippi.
and had not participated in ans
civil rights projects.
Funeral services will be hell
for him on Thursday of this
week in Tillman.
Survivors nclude three bro-
thers, Jeroy Carroll, Memphis:
Ernest Carroll and Johnny Car-
roll, Tillman, Miss.; and two.
ssters. Mrs. Willie Mae Stov-.
Ethel Jackson, Los Angeles. I respect for lawall, Aberdeen, Miss.: and Mrs.
ATLANTA — At the °Hi- sit-ins at factories, and a wag w lid w
ith racism,'
eial opening session yester-i "camp-in" at Wa shington King said. He w
as interrupt-
ed more than a dozen times
by applause from his au-
dience of more than 500 —.
both black and white — in the
Ebenezer Baptist Church.
King gave no timetable for
10th anniversary convention,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,,
announced that his organize-,
on will ea massive general
Dr. King revealed a major
shift in SCLC's tactics, as
well as a switch from the
rural South to the nation's!
northern urban areas.
His plan called for simul-,
taneous school boycotts, massl
by employed youths
King made his most mili-
tant speech on urban rioting,
its causes and cures.
Blaming the sum mer's
violence on
in Newark and Detroit
a Negro response that
'Inequality sal now
resisted to the death.' "
'The tragic truth is
Congress, more than
American people, is nov,
huzi DAISY
 •
ere He said it has never today










Plus - JERRY LEWIS. JANET LEIGH
"3 ON A COUCH"
be in the North." insurrection by Negroes will
King said tactics of non-
violent marches and meat-
ings that worked for Negroes!
in the South are "unsound"
for big cities because they
are absorbed in thz rapid
pace of urban life.
"To have effect we will
was also a Shop Steward for A Tea i)ot Tea
the AFL at National Biscuit, ' Plans Youth Day
Company. A Tea Pot Tea will be
He is widely-known for his given at the New Tyler AME The Annual Youth Day pro
church activities. He has beenichurch at 568 Carpenter at. gram of Warner Temple AME
the superintendent of the Sun-'o n Sunday, August 20. front Zion Church, will be observed
day School at Mt. Zion Baptist 4 to 7, and a prize will he Sunday. August 29, 1967.
Church for 35 years, chairman awarded t o s o me hicky The guest speaker for the
of the Deacon Board, director individual. 11 o'clock worship hour will
of the Number Choir for 32 The sponsors of the Tea be Miss Debra Greene of
years, founder and director of are Robert Fields and Mrs. Greenwood CME Church.
the South Male Chorus, serv- Londia Brown. The feature of the 3 p.m.
ing the tri-state area for 28 Dr. H. Ralph Jackson is program will be a musical.
years. !acting pastor of the church, i Miss Marva Jones is chair-,
Mr. Johnson has been vice and Rev. Loyce Patrick !pas-man for the program. 
Rev. W.
president of Carver High School tor. J. Neal is Pastor of the church.,
PTA since its beginning, and _ _ _
represents Carver on the Board ,
of Education Advisory Corn
1
AIR MEDI C—Airman
William G. Henry, son of'
Willie Henry of 108 W. Trigg'
ave., has been selected for tech-I
nice] training at Sheppard;
AFB, Texas, as a U.S. Air'
Force medical service spe-
cialist. The airman recently
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Texas. He at-





Got hours of relief from
the itching and irritation of
"UPSET SKIN"
Palmer's "Skin Success" Oint-
ment induces fast blessed relief
from itching rnieeries caused by




4 times as much.
Only Mc
Regular size 44c
Seesfschse panatela sr pew
mew Weeded.
LOVEL I N COMPLEX ION
Phu* head-to-toe protection
with U. dinsp-ecting foamy medi-
Cation of "Skin Suocess" May. It
beauty bathes while It fights
germs that often immure Mr•
*Oration odors... ms 'se you sure





The hour has come
Vote for
Legal on-premises sales under a regulated beverage
control program will atellaw enforcement.
vote on progress
on August 17th
Citizens Committee For Owns Control C *OEM DAMON






Remember back-to-school time last year? The armful of supplies? The closet
full of clothes? The raft of unexpected extras?... Probably you thought
 there was
just no end to the bills!
Well, things will be different this year. Oh, you'll still have to do the picking
 out
and the trying on. But shopping with new BankAmericard makes it 
all so much easier.
With this one great all-purpose credit card you can buy everything you
r
school-child needs, including the apple for teacher. And no matter how
 many
different stores you deal with, all you get is one bill. All you write is one 
check.
Money tight? That's no problem either. With BankAmericard's liberal 
extended
payment plan, you can (for a small monthly service charge), take your s
weet time
about paying. Or you can settle up within 25 days of the statement date
,
and avoid service fees altogether.
BankAmericard Use it if you have one. Apply if you don't. It can get y
our kids
through school. BankAmeric.ard, another people service from First 
National Bank.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS lbakir
4—*•1 , flfl flri4I,011,11111.1 I/MOM art =quo tung
not achieve their goals.
"We reject both armed in-
surrection, either for shock
value or conquest, along with
weak pleas to insensitive
government," King said.
"Mass c i vii disobedience
can use rage as a construe-
BETHESDA, Md. — Award
of seven grants totaling
$416,9* to support areawide
planning of hospitals and re-
lated health facilities was an-
nounced by Surgeon General




The store 0140,a:fres...about you.,
FULLY MATURED BEEF 
CENTER CUT BLADE
CHUCK ROAST Lb 390
Neck Bones 
L b 15C 
Pork Sausage $119
FRESH 3# BAG
Jane Parker Baked Foods!
POTATO or VIENNA 
PLAIN OR POPPY SEED
BREAD SALE 1 Lb.loaves
SAVE 200POTATO CAKE







es Fruits and Vegetables!
SEEDLESS
WHITE GRAPES L 19
RED POTATO US #1 FANCY
1 BAlb. 69c
SWEET POTATOES 35c

















( 3 lb. 4.90PURE VEGETABLE 3-LB. L 2c Can
*"\ SHORTENING CAN U.)
Wilson Vienna Sausage CAN 19c
destroying it can be mose
effective than a riot, be-
cause it can be longer lasting.
not wantonly destructive."
tive and creative, force."
iCing predicted "white de-
cision-makers may care little
about saving Negroes het




Tutor Beer 6 CAN CTN. 99c
Aristrocrat Cracker 1# Box 2/49c
Malta 
Youkon Club Can Drinks 1207. 12/89c
Redeem Winning Bonus Bingo
Slips thru Sat. Aug. 19th. r
TallseurS u re rod *mew swe of sweep* tiosnessee. es.noc4..44a °mud MI Wining 
asilltAnwiat Sev,c• Cerocd444. •Onvervid1010 ky flet Wise
d gaga Megele. PRICES EFFECTIVE IN THIS AD THRU SATURDAY, AUGUST 19th 4
SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1967 DEFENDER
OBION HONOREES 
The Rev. C. M. Houston, mo-
derator of the Obion River
District Missionary Baptist
Association, is shown at the
close of the organization's
92nd annual convention, pre-
senting an honor banner to
the Rev. A. H. Rice, third
from right, and host pastor
of a successful meeting at
his First Baptist Church of
Trenton, Tenn., Others, left
to right are: The Rev. W.
R. Coleman, dean of the As-
sociation's Sunday School
Board and B. T. U. Congress;
Mrs. Huston, wife of the mo:...„
Final Rites Held For
Mrs. Nessie M. Walker
More than 1,000 persons at-
tended the funeral services on
Sunday, July 16, for Mrs. Nes-
sie (Inez) Mosely Walker at the
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral. De-
livering the funeral sermon
WAS Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, the
pastor.
Mrs. Walker died early Sun-
day, July 8, at the E. H. Crump
Memorial hospital after an ill-
ness of four days.
She was a native of Marshall
County, Miss., where she was
born on Nov. 7, 1900, the daugh-
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
William Mosley.
Mrs. Walker attended the
public schools there and at an
early age became a member of
the Shiloh Baptist church. Later
She joined the Mt. Pisgah CME
church at Casey, Miss., and
transferred her membership to
Mt. Olive after moving to Mem-
phis.
Others on the funeral pro-
gram were Rev. R. B. Woods,
who read scripture; Elder'
Blair T. Hunt and Rev. Neasbie
Alston, who gave remarks;
Mrs. Elnor Farwell, who ac-
knowledged special kindnesses,
and soloists Mrs. Jacqueline'
Satterfield and Robert H. Tay-
lor.
Active pallbearers were ush-
ers of Mt. Olive Cathedral.
Honorary pallbearers were th
South Memphis District Ushers,
the Madonna Guild. Women's
Auxiliary of the NAPFE, the
McLemore Avenue Block club,
MRS. M. N. WALKER
derator; Mrs. Rice, wife of
the host pastor, and Dr.
Charles L. Dinkins, president
of Owen college, Memphis.
Hunt Says Youngsters
Will Help In Campaign
E. T. Hunt, candidate for
councilman for District 7, has
organized 200 young people who
will wear T-shirts with the slo
gan, "Youth For Hunt," and
will campaign for him, he said,
in a crash program for recrea-
tion.
He said forums are to be con-
ducted at the Mount Pleasant
Baptist church at Seventh and
Vollentine, where the "Youth
For Hunt" headquarters will be
set up.
The forums will take the form
of questions and answers about
the value of recreation and
what needs to be done in Dis-
trict 7 to eliminate juvenile de-
the Ladies Auxiliary NALC No.
2127, the Wonder Junior High
school faculty, the Youth choir,
Sunday School Class No. 3, Ste-
ward Board No. 4 and the
Christian Mens Fellowship.
Mrs. Walker is survived by
her husband, Calvin Walker,
Sr., of 925 Ford Place; three
daughters, Mrs. Margaret Wal-
ker Brooks, 1354 Chadwick
Circle; Mrs. Mildred Ruth
Blaine of the Ford Place ad-
dress, and Mrs. Beatrice Yvon-
ne Peoples, Detroit; three
sons, Clyde Edward Walker,
710 Lyman; and Clavin Wel-
ker, Jr., and George Harry
Walker, Chicago; 33 grand-
children, and other relatives.
Interment was in New Park 1
cemetery. T. H. Hayes and Sons '
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Martin Memorial CME Tem-
ple will celebrate annual
Men and Women's Day joinaY
on Sunday, August 20, and
the theme will be "The
Responsibility o f C hristian
Men and Women."
Southern Bell To Add To
Building On Lauderdale
Southern B e 11 Telephone
Company a n nounced today
that construction will begin
in September on an addition
to their telephone building
at 1377 South Lauderdale
street. The addition will con-
sist of two floors and a base-
ment at a cost of approxima-
tely $600,000.
Upon completion of the,
building addition, work will
begin on the installation
The morning message will
be delivered by the paste-,
Rev. Paul Fowlkes, and Har-
old Brooks will be guest
Soloist.
A panel discussion will he[
given at the afternoon pro-
gram, and members of the
panel will be Lawrence Wel,
moderator; Atty. A. W. Willis,
Jr., J. B. Payton, Mrs. La
Blanche Jackson, and Mrs.
Maurice Tate.
Music will be given by Mrs.
Katherine Haywood as soloist,
and the male chorus of the
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church.
Mrs. Virginia Wade is chair-
man for the women and Mrs.
1Vera Nelson, co-chairman, and
Louis Bynum, Jr., chairman
for the men, an S. T. Hawkins
co-chairman. Mrs. Bessie
Jackson is program chairman.
linquency.
Mr. Hunt said that he is also
attempting to set up a free
child care center for his area.
The candidate said that he
will conduct a door-to-door-
campaign to improve the lot of
the young people of the city,
and they in turn are turning














AT KEESLER AFB, Miss for
technical training as a U. S.
Air F o rce communications
specialist is Airman Floyd V.
Wortham, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd V. Wortham, Sr.,
of 775 E. Havant. The 1966
graduate of Booker T. Washing-
ton High school was a student
at Arkansas AM&N college
before his enlistment.
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
17 in a series
Dr. Daniel Hale Williams (1858-1931)
He performed the first
successful heart operation.
On a cold, windy night in 1893, a
man was rushed to Chicago's Provident
Hospital with a knife wound a fraction
of an inch from his heart.
On duty was the hospital's young
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of
administering the usual sedatives and
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of
his colleagues to help him make history.
It was a long shot. X-rays, sulphur.
drugs, blood transfusion—today surgical
necessities—were little known medical
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill,
Dr. Williams performed the impossible:
the first successful heart operation. And
the patient lived.
Had it been any other hospital or any
other surgeon, the man might have died
within the hour. "Sewed up the human
heart", headlined a Chicago newspaper.
That hospital operating room was a
long way from the small frame house
outside Pittsburgh, where Dan was born.
By the time he was twelve, his father
had died and his mother had deserted.
So, Dan took to the road and settled
in Wisconsin as a barber. &raping to-
gether enough money for an education,
Dan put himself through a local acad-
emy.
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
and with the help of a prominent family,
Dan Williams entered Northwestern
Medical School. He graduated in 1883
and opened an office on Chicago's
Southside.
In 1891, Williams founded the Provi-
dent Hospital, the first infirmary open
to all patients and physicians, regardless
of race or creed.
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Washington to reorganize and head the
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the Federal government. He organized
Freedmen's into departments, collected
a staff of twenty specialists, and created
the beginnings of a nursing school.
Under William's administration, this
once primitive institution housed in six
pre-Civil War buildings, soon became
the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Every time another heart operation
saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
the truly great "Ingenious Americans".
OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 84 ?IOC:4 THE OID TAYLOR DISTILLERY COALANKFORT& t OUISVILLE.KY
Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Dr. D. H. Williams? It's 8" tall, mode of
antique bronze cast stone, and carries the ,omplete Williams story. It costs $5.00 (which is what it
costs vs). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865, Grand Central Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
the necessary telephone equip-
ment for a new central office
to provide 8,000 individual]
lines for the South Memphis
area at a cost of $1,200,000.
The new number prefix will
be 774.
ELECTRICIAN — A i rm an
Eugene G. Hunter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Hunter of
747 Tillman st., has received
his first U. S. Air Force
duty assignment and will be
trained as an electrician at
Fairchild AFB, Wash. He
was graduated from Lester
High school in 1964 and was a
student at Memphis State
university before entering the
Air Force.
"tlitgr
As the proposed building
addition will take up all the
off-street parking, they have
purchased the lot on Lauder-
dale immediately south of the
telephone building, which is
50' x 205' and will be used
for off-street parking.
The telephone building on
Lauderdale presently houses
the telephone equipment fir
all telephones with number
prefixes of 942,947, and 949.
C. E. McCrary, Suburban
' district manager for Southern
Bell, says that continued
growth in this area necessit-
ates the new equiptment which
will provide additional service
in the South Memphis area.
1Visitors Back Home
Mr. and Mrs. James Boyce
and children, along with Mrs.
Dorothy Cook, have reurned
to Detroit after a visit in the
home of Mrs. Boyce's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Thomas of 2408 Vandale.
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO BEST PLACES TO GET-
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
SOIN"ro
ENRICHED BREAD





Helps build strong bodies12 ways!.
WONDER BREAD
In the new Sta-Fresh wrapper
stays fresher to taste fresher!
You simply can't serve a fresher tast-
ing bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's Sta-
. Fresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actu-
ally airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When-you see Wonder in this new
• wrapper you'll notice the Good House-
keeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
this famous seal ...your added assur-
ance that Wonder Enriched,Bread is
baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children devel-
op in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious














Workshop To Be Held
At Cummings Church
The Board of Chirstian Ed- The discussions will be led
ucation of Cummings Street by Charles H. Ryans, Miss
Baptist Church is making plans Bobbie Mathis, and Rev. W. C.
for a Christian EducationHolmes, The afternoon session
Workshop to be held at the will close at 5:30 p.m. for a
church on Sunday August 27, snack
The aim is to "to acquire a The evening session will be.
deeper appreciation for the to- gin at 6 p.m. Mr. Charles N.
tal program of the church." Terrell, chairman of the Board
The theme is "The Christian of Christian Education at Cum
Church. A Force," mings Street Church, state.,
Among the features and per- that this is the first of a serie-
sonalities to be presented at of such projects to be conduct
the workshop are Rev. A. Mc- ed at Cummings Street.
Ewen Williams, who will bring Other members of the Board
the keynote address at 3 p.m. are Mrs. Cathryn R. Johnson,
This will be followed by pre- Mrs. Artie G. Nelson, Howard
sentations of such topics as: Montgomery, Miss Peggy Wall-
The Church in its Teaching er, and Mrs. Mauddean Thomp-
Ministry, The Church in its- son Seward. Rev. Eugene Wal-
Ministry to Youth, The Church ler is pastor of the church.
and its Witnessing Mission. The public is invited.
LeMoyne And Rust Will
Get Books From Iowa
A faculty book drive for
libraries at LeMoyne college,
in Memphis and Rust College'
in Holly Springs, Miss, is un-
derway at the University of'
Iowa college of Liberal Arts.!
Books written or owned by
UI liberal arts faculty mem-
bers are being collected by,
building captains for shipment'
to LeMoyne and Rust.
The Luther Brewer Club. a
group of student book collec-
tors, is in charge of gathering
and packing the books, and
transportation costs will be




Chairmen of the drive are
!Professor James Murray, lead-
er of RILEEH, and Associate
!Professor Warner J. Barnes,
!advisor of the Brewer Club.
The first book collected was
"Toe ard Social Economy,"
written by U of I President
Howard R. Bowen when he was
dean of the University of Ill-
inois College of Commerce. Dr.
Bowen is also a member of
LeMoyne's board of trustees.
House Members
Assail Riot Probe
WASHINGTON—House Mem.that can be expected from the
F resident's advisory groun
"the commission should be
abandoned."
bers continued to assail Pres-
ident Johnson's commission on
riots Tuesday for its criticism
of the National Guard. Two Rep. Elford A. Cede-berg,
lawmakers said te commission R-Mich., said the commission
had destroyed its usefulness, finding was rendered "with
and suggested it be abolished. little if any investigation" and
agreed that perhaps the group
had better be abolished.
Reps. Charles S. Joel-,on, D-
N.J., and William F. Ryan, D-
N.Y., defended the commission
finding on the ground it took
A sharp exchange between
critics and defenders of the
commission was touched off by
the comments of Rep. G. V.
"Sonney" Montgomery, D-Miss.,
himself a Guard Lieutenant
Colonel. Montgomery submitted no investigation to confirm
a report on which be said the that Negroes make up only 1.15
commission based As recom- per cent of the officers and men 
Mrs. Clara Daily is president
mended chan ges in the of the National Guard. 
of the club, and Mrs. Maggie
, Lott secretary.
guard. Earlier, chairman John A.
The report was prepared for Hannah of the U.S. Civil Rights
the Army Chief of Staff by Commission urged Congress not
Maj. Gen. Charles P. Stone, to react to riots in any way
Deputy Chief of the Office of that might "divide the nation."
Reserve Components. It said "The danger," he told the
that "with better training and Senate constitutional rights sub-
better command and control" committee, "is that we will
the National Guard is adequate learn the wrong lessons-that
to suppress riots, our response to these outbreaks
The commission, investigating will be too narrow in scope and
causes of recent violence in
Detroit and other big cities
followed up the report with re-
commendations that the guard
enlist more Negroes, institute 
package, which includes a five-
year extension of the rightsbetter training for riot control,
and review its procedures for 
commission.
appointing and promo,ing of-
ficers.
Montgomery said he and Maj.
Gen. C.C. Schnipke, Adjutant
General of Michigan. interpre-
t& ' this as a ce':eisin of the
Michi: .n Natio'. . Guar d,
which acted in the Detroit up-
heaval with eventual help from
the Army.
"We resent it," Montgomery
said. -The American people are
fed up with indictments of po-
licemen and National Guards-
men. What the people want is
some action taken against these
people who murdered, looted,
and burned, and who have no
respect for law and order."
Montgomery said if last week













h a ries and
at the organ
of the 92nd annual con-
vention of the °Won River
District Missionary Bap.
List Association in Trenton,
Tenn., recently. The music
of the Scateses . . .she is
at the piano and he is at
Ushers Return
Convention In
The National United Church
Ushers Association of Ameri-
ca, Inc., held its 48th annual
convention in Boston, Mass.,
at the Statier-Hilton hotel
at Park Square July 23-29,
and in charge was Leroy
Hilton of San Francisco.
-
Serving as the general
chairman was the host state
president, Mrs. Mabel A. Gray,
of Boston More than 1,500 ush-
ers from all parts of the
country were present for the
convention.
Willing Workers




will serve only to divide the
nation into opposite camps."
The subcommittee is studying
the Administration's civil rights
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL 1PRAYER TEMPLE 
Send for Free Daily Blessings. Hoy
to get what you want through thi
new way of Prayer. My Prayers Cr
being sent out and blessings ar,
coming in. Mail stamped, self
addressed envelope to Rev. C
Forster
' 









Fragrant greenly white "SKIM
SUCCESS" CREAM fades freckle*,
removes that of41 weather-beaten
sun tanned look, aids in removing
blackheads, smoothing large pore*.
'SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM con.
,ains the full official strength of
that dependable active ingredient.
ammoniated mercury, the ingredi-
ent recommended by doctors for
many years for effective skin care.
Ask for "SKIN SUCCESS" MARI
it drug and toiletry counters
everywhere. 44e. large 2 oz. size
jar containing more than 4 trrnall
as much. only $1.00.
The Willing Workers club will,
hold its next meeting at thel
home of Mrs. Noble Gatlin ofi
1123 Vollentine st. on Wednes-
day. August 23, and all mem-
bers are asked to be present'
for vital business transactions.
Officers Installed
Officers of the receat/y
activated South Side Civic
League will be installed at a
program to be held at the
New Life Baptist church at
353 Lucy on Sunday, August
20, at 3 p. m. The public is
invited.
James I. Taylor is
dent of the South Side




The theme of the conven
tion was "The Danger of Divi-
sion." Its motto was: "Jesus
is Our Guest-Keep Satan Out '
Memphis d e legates were
R. E. Harshaw, Jr., Mrs.
Bertha Rose Harshaw, Mrs.
Earnestine Hughes, William
H. Davis and Resolution Com-
mittees: Mrs. Leola Scott,
Educational Department; Mrs.
Harriet Lee, Hostess and
Public Relations Committees:
Mrs. Juanita Cummings, Cre-
dential Committee.
And Sam Lewin, School of
Ushers; Mrs. Ada Powell,
Health Unit and Appreciation
Committees; M r s . Fannie
Bynum, Arts and Crafts;
Mrs. Rosa McGruder, Me-
morial C o m mittee; Alfred
Howard. President's Address,
Time and Place Committees;
and Miss Ida Shaw of the
Junior Department, who was
elected to the Board of
Directors in the Junior na-
tional body.
A report was made on the
Ushers' , National Scholarship
Fund by R. E. Harshaw, Jr.,
who was national president
of the organization from 1959-
E14, who is director of the fund
riZil president of the Ushers'
Federation of Tennessee.
He asked that each usher,
donate a penny a week tel
the Scholarship Fund, and it
grew to the point that in 1983
four four-year scholarships
ranging from $400 to $2,000
were presented.
By 1968, the ushers will be
presi- giving scholarships to 16 young
Civic adult and junior ushers. The
How. penny-a-week fund has grown
to $20,799.86.
the organ . .set the spiri-
tual mood of the con.
vention. Charles, an Eng-
lish teacher in Memphis,
Is the official organist of





The youth choir of St. An-
drew AME church at 867 S.
Parkway east will present its
annual concert next Sunday
afternoon at 5, and the public
is invited.
Guest soloists will be Miss
Sandra Wright, a student at
Tennessee A&I State Univer-
sity; Miss Brooksie Toyetta
Harris, a student at Langston
University, Langston, Okla.,
and Harold Thomas of Mem-
phis State University.
Special guests will include a
choir from Arkansas.
Mrs. Mai Helen Hunt is di-
rector, Mrs. Leona Jamison
organist, and Harry Winfield
pianist.





Mt. Gilliam Baptist church
at 1029 Raymond Street will
observe its 40th anniversary
at the church on Sunday,
August 20 in a program
at 3 p. m. on the theme "A
Day To Reminisce."
A spokesman said, "There,
will be much singing, praying
and preaching as we reuve
the years 1927-1967."
Each member has been
asked to invite a friend
Rev. E. Bates has been
pastor of the church for the
past 38 years.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS







BREAD Hogue & KnottBig 1/2-tb. Sandwich Loaf 25c
BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS
Baked in Memphis by Memphians
. . . rushed daily to your dig
















Annual Women's Day will
be celebrated on Sunday, Au-
gust 27, and all services of
the day have been geared
to women.
Speaking at the 11 a. m.
service will be Miss Clarice
Avant, a member of St.
Matthews B a p tist church,
Wicks Avenue
The guest speaker for the
afternoon program will be
Mrs. Maridelle M. Adams,
a member of the St. John
Baptist Church, Vance Ave-
nue.
Mrs. Dosia Tuggle is chair-
man of Women's Day, Mrs.'
Helen B o wen co-chairman,1!
with Mrs. Mary E. Ware
chairman of publicity and Mrs.
Ida H. Leachman, her co-
chairman.
Rev. 0. C. Collins is pas-
tor of Progressive Baptist.
—
—QUALITY NEVER NEED COST"




2442 CHELSEA AT HOLLYWOOD
1309 JACKSON AT CLAYBROOK
4440 SUMMER EAST OF CORONDOLET







SAVE UP 10 60%
SAVE OVER
al °rand more
THE FINEST IN FROSTLESS
REFRIGERATION — Gibson
Frost"Clear frees you from de-
frosting mess forever. Never
lets frost form in freezer or
ref rige rotor.
10 YEAR WARRANTY ON
THE MOTOR COMPRESSOR —
Gibson is the only manufac-
turer to bock up its refrigera-
tors with a 10-year warranty.
This puts the heart of your
Gibson under protection.
DESIGNER $ER1ES — Available
in white or coppertone as iI
es with exclusive desfaner
series front Domes. It's-port of
o flexible new decorating con-
cept created exclusively for
Gibson by famous New York
Designer Penny Holleck Leh-
man.
BOTTOM FREEZER IS MORE
CONVENIENT — And it holds
212 pounds of frozen food.
With Ice Maker
Gibson 18 frost * clear refrigerator-freezer
FROST CLEAR — Won't let
frost form. There's no frost
build-up to steal any of the
freezer's 147.4 pound capac-
ity.
CONVENIENCE STORAGE
DOOR — Shelf with removable
guard holds up to 12 frozen
foods packages bookcase style
so you can easily reed labels.
Juice con rock holds 5 frozen
juice cons handy, yet secure.
AUTOMATIC ICE MASTER —
• This model has the Automatic
Ice Master that freezes and
stores a continuous supply of
.ke cubes — you'll never for-
get to fill your trays again.
B ALANCED CONDITION-
ED AIR — Cold dry air is cir-
-culated throughout refrigerator
to hold temperature at near
'Ideal 37 degrees
NEW CANTILEVER SHELVES
— Let's you hook in three
shelves lone silde out) at just
the right height to fit your
needs.
With Ice Maker
Gibson 17 frost * clear refrigerator-freezer
The new Gibson
side-by-side FOODMAS TER
is here, with a list of
features a mile 'long!
IN A 32-INCH CABINET THA14FITS ANYWHERE*
• Changeable Designer Front Panels • Automatic Ice
Master • Quick Shift Cantilever Shelves, Frozen Food
Package Racks and Egg Container • Gibson Frost*
Clear Eliminates Defrosting • Lowest Operating Cost
• Slide-Out Crisper, Meat Chest and Freezer Basket
e Butter and Cheese Compartments
SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1967 DEFENDER
OBION RIVER QUEEN —
.1 climax of the 92nd an-
nual convention of the
Tennessee's recent Obion
River District Missionary
Baptist Association in Tren-
ton, Tenn., was the crown-
ing of the queen of the
organization's Sunday
School and BT1: Congress.
She is 12-year-old Wilma
Russell of Trenton. Croun•
ing her is Mrs. Luella
Strayhorn of McKenzie,
Tenn., president of the
women's division. The run-
ners-up are Miss Arsenia
Douglas, Congress regis-
trar; Jackson, Tenn., and
Miss Brenda Harris, Union
aty. Smiling approval are
Congress vice president,
T. R. Hartsfield, Milan
school principal; and Con-
gress president, R. 1..
Radford, extreme right,
school principal of lien.
ton.
Sweater-Sweater Brings Lively, Heftier
Look To Men's Knitwear For Fall, 1967
The Sweater-Sweater, in rich-
textured stitches and a lively
blast of wide-awake colors
brought a vigorous new out-
doors look to men's knitwear
In the annual preview of Wool-
knit Associates, presenting a
digest of the entire industry's
collections for Fall '67.
The classic flat knit that has
prevailed for several years
gave way to loftier, medium
bulky surfaces in new dimen-
sions; such as ruggy chenilles,
ottoman ribs, raschel knits,
giant links stitches, honey-
combs, massive jumbo cables
and shakers.
• *
Color blossomed out in fash-
ion-first emphasis, led by the
whole roster of warm chili
shades into pumpkin, copper,
orange, amber and gold,
Reds, blues and greens made
a bright flash, offset by a
blizzard of whites, off-whites
and black-and-white combina-
tions.
Other new trends revealed in
the -Woolknit Hurrah- show
for retailers and press at the
Hotel Pierre included:
• * *
Coordinates — the switch-
and-match costume, with knit-
ted wool sweaters as the focal
point was a major theme, in-
terpreted in double-knit wool
jackets with turtle pullovers,
and in four and five piece out-
fits with knitted wool pullovers
and fine gauge knitted wool
shirts switch-matched to woven
sports jackets and slacks, jacket popularity.
Ski Look — ski sweaters were! Knitted Wool Shirts — fine
back in full force, with a fresh'
new action-geared uge
 wool shirts, many ofpersonality,:
;them machine-washable, con-often sporting bright racing
stripes on sleeves and chest, tributed a new dimension in
or international flag stripes at comfort and good-grooming. In
the midriff, a wide range of colors, these
Necklines — full turtles, lightweight shirts starred for
mock turtles and thick-banded!leisure and casual wear in solo
crews prevailed, with a new' f •color-cued
wedge-V-shape neckline making partnership with pullovers aud
a strong fashion impact. The
f   
sweater jackets.
layered look o shirt-collared _
vestee insets was another im-
portant new neckline treatment. ! I
Blazers — meticulously tail-h
ored blazer jackets, in single 0,11 Subscription orderor double-breasted versions, Vt
with an easy-wearing flair
typical of knitted wool, emerge
as leading contenders for sports I
POLICE HONOR YOUTH-
-Presidents and vice presi-
dents of youth groups ie-
cently organized a public
projects and by one civic
league were honored last
Friday afternoon by the Coin-
munity Relations Division of
the Memphis Police Depart-
ment, and seen addres.ng
the young people is Commis-
sioner Claude Amour. The
get-together was staged in
Division Four. Also seen here
are Lt. W. C. Mosley, head
of Community Relations, and
Detectives R. H. Ferguson
and E Redditt. One youth
group presented a framed
citation to Mr. Redditt.
iWithers Photo
Mohairs — the emphasis on
color and texture put the spot-
light on mohair-and-wool blends
which were featured in more
than half of the Fall knitwear
collections. Links stitch 100 per
cent mohair, and mohair-and -
wool blends in vibrant clear
colors took the play for the
golf crottd.
See Drop In Lead Poison
Cases: Credit Education
By BETTY WASHINGTON aged
CHICAGO — Board of Health ' 
floor
‘A all in the family's third will become less playful and
apartment.
reported a sharp decrease Health
in the number of lead poisoning ed that
cases which generally are un-
covered at this time of year.
Compared with 1966 when 187
cases were recorded, only 54
instances of lead poisoning
have developed thus far in 1987.
However, there have been
two deaths attributed to lead
poisoning compared with no
deaths in 1966.
Board of Health officials oe-
lieve that the drop in the actual
number of reported incidences
is encouraging in light of step-
ped up methods of detection.
An intensive education cam-
paign carried out by the Board
of Health has been given as
the reason for a lessening in
lead poison cases More parents,
they claim, have been alerted
to the hazards of crumbling
paint and plaster containing
lead, particularly in older
homes and buildings.
Detection centers set up in
the seven Urban Progress Cen-
ters and in 2 center outposts
have made it possible for par-
ents to have young children
examined when there is a fear
of lead poisoning.
One of this year's fatalities
was 2-year-old Brian Eugene
Pendelton, son of Samuel and
Elnora Pendelton of 6416 S.
Minerva ave. Brian is believed
to have consumed an unknown
quantity of paint and plaster,
which had flaked from a dam
What's New?
Born to travel and to meet
occasions that make picture-tak-
ing a must is a new Instamatic
camera slim enough to fit into
pocket or pocketbook. For car-
rying convenience, the camera!
is equipped with a wrist stray
Weighing in at 11 ounces. the:
camera retracts when not in
picture taking position. Re-
tracted. it's about the size of
two packages of cigarettes.
Household Tip
A dash of nutmeg In ihni-
cake dough brings out the
flavor of the berries.
alert and is Irritable, with fre-
quent changes in behavior. Se-
authorities have warn- vere symptoms may develop
lead poisoning is with convulsions or uncon-
caused hy the eating of paint
and plaster chips containing
-ritp spans Ansaana 11 "nail
dren between the ages of 18
months and five years.
It has been continually stress-
ed that any young children who
live in buildings where paint
is flaking, or plaster is looset
or falling should be tested.
Children may nibble at paint
chips throughout the winter
and show no ill effects. But the
lead is stored in the bones,
and with the arrival of warm
humid weather, the lead is mo-
bilized and enters the blood-
stream and approaches the
brain where the damage is done.
Board of Health physician,
William Fishbein said Chicago's
mild temperatures this sum-
mer could prevent the symp-
toms of lead poisoning from
showing up. -But the poison is
still in the bodies, and is till
destructive. Therefore, parents
who have any reason to oe-
lieve their children may be in-
fected should have them tested,
Fishbein said.
Early signals include lack of
appetite, vomiting, constipation
and abdominal pain. The child
sciousness.
Lead poisoning leaves ap-
proximately one fourth of its
victims mentally retarded.
High risk communities include
the near Westside, North Lawn-i
dale. East Garfield Park, Engle-
wood. Woodlawn , Grant Cross-a
ing Kenwood. Grand Boulevard, I
Oakland, and West Town.
The Municipal Contagious Dis-1.
ease Hospital. 3026 S. California
ave., provides treatment for
lead poisoning victims.
The South Park Urban Pro-
gress Center clinic at 4622 S.
South Parkway, is open for test-
ing through the week from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. and on Satur-
day from 2:30 to 5 p.m. The
Halsted center's lead poisoning
clinic operates on Monday.
Thursday and Friday beginning
at 6:30 p.m.
Other centers where frPe
screening tests are being given
include Lawndale UPC, 3138 W.
Roosevelt rd.. 638-2520: Midwest.
UPC, 9 S. Kedzie ave., 826-4800:
Montrose UPC, 901 W. Montrose
st.. 327-2103; Englewood UPC.
.839 W. 64th st., 873-9600, and
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Let's Face The Issue
The whole country is quivering ed to vent their hostilities next time.
with the desire to find a permanent so-
lution to the summer outbreaks which
repeat themselves in the same pattern
as in the previous summers. The simi-
lar character of these riots has led some
myopic observers to the conclusion that
a conspiracy is behind the whole series
of bloody incidents. Had these observ-
ers directed their attention to the life
in the slums, it would have been abun-
dantly apparent that poor housing, with
full complement of rats, unemployment,
frustration and despair have an identi-
fiable similarity wherever they exist.
Those in authority who do not wish
to face the racial issue squarely go out
of their way to attribute all manner of
causes to the uprisings that have oc-
curred with clock like regularity since
1964. In their ignorance and blindness
they advocate the use of force as a rem-
edy for deep-seated social grievances.
If force be America's final an-
swer to segregation, discrimination,
poor schools, unemployment and the re-
sentment they cause, then the country
is in far more serious and better or-
ganized revolts.
The people in the ghetto are des-
perate. They will just as soon die if no
genuine, appreciable efforts are made to
relieve their suffering, their wants and
anxieties. The talk about stricter en-
forcement of laws is an invitation to the
people of the slums to be better prepar-
You are not going to prevent
riots through indiscriminate use of a
policeman's night stick or a guards-
man's mounted bayonet. Yet, this is
precisely what is being urged by a num-
ber of municipal officials. Instead of
placing the cure or elimination of the
conditions that produce these disorders
as top priority in the agenda under con-
sideration, they stress law and order
while the people are seething with anger
over their unbearable conditions.
The reports that have come out of
the Mayors' Conference in Boston do
not leave room for much hope of intel-
ligent understanding of the problems of
urban communities and their appro-
priate solutions. Many of the big city
Mayors appear bewildered. But they all
repeat the ritualistic formula: law and
order must prevail.
Some of these city officials are yet
wondering what brought on the disor-
ders. What is more distressing there are
some who honestly believe that there
are no solutions to the revolt of the
poor. But there is a solution. The solu-
tion is better living conditions, freedom
of residence, good paying jobs and good
schools.
Until America learns that these
fundamental respnsibilities to the poor
must be met fully and, consistently on
a large scale, the ghettos will continue
to harass the nation's soul..
The Racial Struggle
The spread of Negro voting in
the South has started a process of evo-
lution in the political system, in the
opinion of the Brisish press. But the
figure wil depend on the type of Negro
politicians and policies they vote for.
More and more, observes the in-
dependent London Times, Negroes are
being offered the choice between the
traditional integrationists, who largely
accept white society and merely want
to enter it, and the exponents of Black
Power, who reject not only white so-
ciety but even to a large extent the
political help of the white liberals
which has been so valuable in the past.
There is a strong tide, comment
other papers, flowing for the black
separatists, especially in the North, but
It remains to be seen whether this can
be turned into direct political influence
or power.
It has been shown that riots are
effective in waking up local authorities
to the need for action. It has not yet
been proved that the programs start-
ed can be sustained or developed, or
more long term projects embarked up-
on, without a much wider degree of
public and political support than ex-
ists at present. To some extent the
Vietnam war is to blame for diverting
attention, but it is also true that the
Negro movements may not be pursuing
their aims in the most effective way
possible.
These, with occasional variations,
represent on the whole the British in-
terpretation of the nature of the racial
struggle in America. The analysis may
not be precise from the point of view
of the inner workings and implicit ob-
jectives of civil rights organizations.
However, there is enough understand-
ing of the overall outlook of the Negro
leadership to make the British press's
introspective assessment a gratifying
undertaking.
Tribal Endorsement
The most startling development to-
date in the Rhodesian tussle, since the
African country severed its consititu-
tional ties with Britain, is the Smith
government's bold assertion that it has
the full backing of the African segment
of the population.
The announcement, as incredible as
It may sound, is bolstered by the fact
that 217 African tribal chiefs have un-
animously endorsed Rhodesia's uni-
lateral declaration of independence. If
this be so, then the other independent
African states, which have been press-
ing Britain for drastic action against
Rhodesia. may have to drop their cru-
sade on behalf of the Rhodesian blacks.
The agitation was based on the as-
sumption that the native population,
which is greater than that of the white
by a ratio of 9 to 1, was not given its
constitutional right of property rep-





of contention which has
the relations between Britain
Smith government in Rho- -
The British are accusing the
tribesmen of being lackeys of Rho-
desia, chosen and paid by Prime Min-
ister Smith's government. They point
out the chief's undivided endorse-
ment as a sure sign of coercion. The
question arises now: do these tribal
chiefs speak for the whole native pop-
ulation?
It is quite possible that Mr.
Smith is inflating this incident in or-
der to gain sympathy from Britain's
ruling political circles. Whether 217
chiefs represent the whole spectrum of
tribalism in Rhodesia is a matter of
conjecture. The fact remains, however,
that the endorsement changes mate-
rially the Rhodesian picture.
the
Once upon a time, the learn-
ed man was marked by his
love of books. Today, of course,
in the American
scheme of











ed when the new rabbi for one
of the temples in Charlotte
showed up, introduced himself,
and said, "I hear you have a
lot of books." We looked over
the library and when he wanted
to borrow two editions. I said
sure.
"These are real books," ne
said hoisting them. "A hook
becomes real by virt-e of being
read. We have a lot of mem-
bers who simply fill up the
bookcase and resign then from
the Book-of-the-Month."
Over the years, I will bet I
have contributed a fair volume
of essays to associations and
book' fairs and newspapers cel-
ebrating National Library
Week. While writing editorials
A Point Of View
That word "involvement" is
going to take on increasing im-
portance to book-learned Ne-
groes in the United States. By
"book-learned Negroes" refer-
ence is being made to those
Nvho are generally classified as
middle class. They are the folk
of color who have more or less
some degree of affluence. They
live in pretty good homes or
apartments. They have cars on
which they keep up the notes.
They use pretty good English.
They make fair frequent trips
to integrated restaurants and
such like. If it weren't for their
color one couldn't tell them
from the average white Ameri-
can. In short, these are the
folk who would rather not be
involved in the more extreme
areas of America's racial situa-
tion.
And the reluctance of these
people is understandable. Who
wants to get all mixed up in a
Beale Street brawl? W h o
wants to be involved with
the hipsters and hoodlums of
the ghetto? Who wants to be
involved in a riot? Who wants
,to be mixed up in any kind
; of unpleasant situation?
Naturally, the answer is,
"mostly nobody". But the heck
of it is that whether or not we
like it, all of us are"involved."
The American white man turn-
ed tail and ran like a striped-' 1967. They alarmed the nation
back ape, when the machines 1 from the President down to
and chemicals forced the Ne.1 the grass-roots. The riots were
gm o off the South's farms and expressions of slum reactions
into the nation's cities. against un-employment, segre-
"Mr. Charlie" headed for the. gation, discrimination, exploits.
"hills" called the suburbs. He . ton. and subordination. They
was "protecting- his wife and looted the shopkeepers' clip-
children. He wasn't about to joint stores. They burned down
become "involved" with the the ramshackle and sutistand-
problems and stench of the ard apartments and houses.
increasingly black ghettos. They cussed at the "good"
But there was another ..eae. white folks, and even called
dus" which has gone largely President Lyndon Johnson a
unnoticed. That w a s th e "hooky". They called "big"
"escape technique adopted by Negroes "Uncle Toms". They
the so-called middle-class Ne- were calling for all of America
gro, who didn't want to be to become "involved" with
"involved" with the migrant their problems . . the prob-
black masses either. lems of the Negro "refugees"
The white folk had maintain, from America's agrarian past
ed stand-offish arrangements in . . .the black "din-placed per 
of America's housing, schooling, and the like sons" factory-
all along in the cities. When
they left their peripheral houses
and neighborhoods bordering




One of the first official acts
of the President's Commission
to study riots and their roots
should be a probe of the
Senate Judiciary Committee,
headed by that notorious racist
John Stennis of Mississippi.
The probe should relate to
the vicious conduct of Stennis
in his "investiga t i o n" into
the fitness of Thurgood Mar-
shall to the Supreme Court.
As a lawyer and a man,
Stennis isn't fit to shine
Marshall's boots. economically than any 
o er
dominated industrial complexes
called cities. The word was
"look, Baby, let's all 'o us fig-
ure out this "get-togetherness"
and middle-class Negro moved jive  • • or let's burn, Baby,
wThat a s the best he
in to the abandoned shacks. burn.
The voice of the ghetto has
could do by way of hous• frightened the hell out of Amer-
ing to escape "involvement".lica. The word is getting around
Even Martin Luther King's that all of us must re-evaluate
Chicago housing "march" of' this word "involvement". Yep,
1966 couldn't get the white col- even the folks in Chickasaw
Gardens will have to wake up
to what's happening on Beale
Then came the slum riots of Street now.
lar black boy any appreciable
distance from the black slums.
ONLY IN AMERICA
Difference Between The Wise And Foolish
By Harry Golden
A paycheck each week flat-
ters us. And I suppose a raise
is even more flattering. And
writers are often flattered by
critics and on occasion by the
reading public. But there's al-
ways a special flattery each
soul desires.
The flattery I cannot resist
comes from the librarians and
the editors and the would-be
writer. That flattery always
comes in the form of the




 naive, between the good
and the bad, between the wise
and the foolish.
is often an onerous job, since
journalists are afflicted with
that daily anxiety of "Whati
have I got left to say to any-.
one?" I am never at a loss to
put down what I think about
books and reading.
Such diplomas as I have
gathered are long since lost. If
I had them I wouldn't display
them. I figure my diploma are
those shelves of books, some
bad, some good. some indif-
ferent, but all real, all read.
In the early winter of 1958,
the building in which I lived
and worked burned to the
ground one night. Friends and
neighbors came around to con-
sole me because at first it
looked as though I had suffer-
ed a staggering loss.
The list of my s ubscribers
was gone, all the desks, the
typewriters. But I know things
were going to be all right when
my advertising manager and
I began retrieving books from
the rubble and drying them
out in an empty house on the
street. They were waterlogged
and charred all around the
edges but a surprising number
survived. As long as we could
salvage these, I figured I would
salvage more. Indeed I did.
Chicago Given Increased
Architectural Significance
The architectural splendor cf
Chicago was given international
significance Tuesday at the un-
veiling of the 162-ton sculptured
creation of Pablo Picass9. The
masterpiece of sculptured steel
director of Ravinia Festival,
conducted the Chicago Sym-
phony in a performance af
Bernsetin's Overture to "Can.
dide." Gershwin's 'American
In Paris" and the finale to
stands five stories high in front Beethoven's 5th Symphony.
of the Chicago Civic Ceater. Following the "National An
The huge structured steel them", sung by the Englewoodpi cc is a "thing" fashioned.Youth Corp Chorus under the
from a 42.inch model desiendi direction of Theodore McEwing,
. by the 85-year-old Spanish ?rust the audience heard some politi-Some years ago, I vi.as thrill- in 1955. steel artisans le.
1 t
produced the original
Mayor Daley contrasted tits
figure a t es " architectural styles of buildingssize.
in the area. In his remarks,
The entire cost of the artistic the mayor said, "This aigoin.
monument was donated by
three foundations of Chicago,
the Woods, the Fields and the
McCormick.
Nearly 75,000 people crowded
into the plaza to watch the
ceremonies, which began at
11 a.m. Some peered from the
tall skyscrapers surrounding
the center. Others stood on top
of buildings, while still others
perched themselves on cars,
trucks or anything they could
find.
The festive occasion began
with prayer by Chicago's arch-
bishop-elect, William I. Mc-
Manus, Seiji Wawa, musical
cant event is enriched by all
of the other arts and particular-
ly by the first civic appearance
of the Chicago Symphony.
"It is a tribute to the vitality
of Chicago. It is a free expres-
sion, a new image, a new repre-
sentation and significant to sti-
mulate an appreciation in all
fine art."
Before ripping the blue veil,
Mayor Daley further said,
"This emblem is dedieated
with strength, to establish and
sustain the creative genius of
Chicago and it will remain a
happy and abiding place in thei
people's heart of Chicago."
Stennis knew all along that













Mr. M a r shall
and the Presidept'of the United
States. Although Mr. Marshall
has now been confirmed. any
body checking the causes of riot
should take a hard look at a
Senator who poured the oils
of white supremacy on the
blazing fires in the cities.
Stennis revealed himself for
what he is by the idiocy of
some of his questions. He even
admitted he could not answer
some of his own queries
This is the same Stennis who
sounded off like an idiot in
1963. Immediatley after the
March on Washington, when
virtually everyone else was
marvelling at this dignified
peaceful and massive demon-
stration, S t e nnis observed
that it was a disgrace for
black Americans to protest
because they are better off
th
people of color in the world.
Regrettably, this specious
and patronizing viewpoint was
also advanced recently by the
so liberal New York Times.
Riots do not begin because a
cop strikes a boy or a teen-ager
resists arrest or because a







begin with the hope-
which lives in the
hearts of a people who, from
childhood expect to live in a
roundown house, to be raised
by one parent, to be denied
proper recreation, to attend an
inferior school, to experience
police brutality, to be turned
down when seeking a decent
job and to watch the Lpectacle
of a Senate bigot baiting one of






Detroit — An Aftermath
DETROIT — The General Adjusters Bureau of the
major insurance companies of the U. S. are the quietest,
although the more preceptive prot.ers in the riot rains
here. They arrived early last week and have deployed men
all over the battle scarred area. The bureau, which is a
corporation, sends additional men into an area when extra-
ordinary damage exists due to disasters. Normally it is such
things as tornadoes, earthquakes, etc. Recently it has been
urban violence. Property damage here is estimated at
Me million. Newark, which had outdistanced Watts, loses
its distinction when viewed with its paltry $15 million.
Washington economists are predicting that there will be no
dip in the nation's economy because of the destruction.
Retail sales are expected to hold although many, many
retail stores In ghetto areas have suffered extensive damage.
THE MALCONITE SOCIETY is a leading militant group
here. In a statement issued after the riot, it said that it
was working through its churches and other organizations
to provide whatever assistance it could. Conversely, the
city's leading black power advocate, John Slayton, declared
in a scathing statement that the black man has outgrown
the switchblade knife. Laying it on news media. Affluent
Negroes, politicians and police alike, Slayton ticked off six
points which he said were "demands" that must be met.
Such items as stabilized food prices in the ghetto and daily
newspapers printing the license number of white men
attempting to pick up Negro women were among the list.
Slayton told older Negroes that the black power advocates
had been talking, but only the youngsters had been listening.
MRS. WILLIE LEE (LEON) PERRY of Washington
takes the Hotline to task for saying that her husband
"threatened" Louie Martin at the Democratic National
Committee before being put on the payroll of the GOP.
Mrs. Perry says that her hubby is not a "discjockey" as
described here, but rather "He is a newscaster or should
I say was a newscaster." Mrs. Perry said her husband
Is "grass roots" and that he was approached by both parties,
but that his love was with the Republicans. Maybe Mrs.
Perry is unaware that a certain Missouri Senator telephoned
the DNC applying pressure and that the Democrats, are
not now and have not been engaging in the employment of
new people. Hotline holds no brief for Leon and his acti-
vities. We wish him well in all of hls endeavors. His real
problems will come if his party nominates Gov. Reagan,
HOW STUPID CAN YOU GET: A citizen committee
in Cairo. Illinois is being formed "to combat racial dis-
orders." The all white group will be armed and will station
themselves on corners at strategic places in the event of
trouble. Described as a serious law abiding group, its
leaders are hush-hush on its actual makeup and true
purpose. . . The President has accepted the resignation
of Sam Nabrit from the Atomic Energy Commission. He
Leaves this sensitive post just weeks after his brother
James resigned as president of Howard University. The
wiseacres are asking if there was significance to the in-
separable Nabrit brothers leaving government about the
same time. Sam is becoming an executive to a foundation
for aid and development of universities in the South. He
was formerly president of Texas Southern in Houston
A LARGE CONTINGENT was present last Friday when
Cliff Alexander was sworn in as chairman of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission at the White House,
ruff assumes this position at a time when all eyes will be
upon him. The first Negro to head the Commission since
Its inception, he will have to go far to remove the faltering
Image the Brother has of the Commission. At present, Sam
Jackson. the only other Negro on the Commission, has
garnered all support by Brothers to his breast. He will
not relinquish this very easily. Cliff, a Harvard teined
lawyer, will get his first lesson * practical political m.:-
nenverine. His initial appointments and first acts will be un-
der sharp setutiny. The White House is expected to give its
blessing for whatever help he 'sees. He will need It . . .
The District is still jittery Mewing the mild ruckus ten
days age. It was actually a normal eight.
ATTENTION MEMBERS OF THE CIVIL Disorders
Commission: Check with residents in and around the vicini-
ty of Vaughan's Book store at 12123 Dexter avenue here.
The store, which specialized in Afro-American books,
culture and literature, is smashed to smitterings Neighbors
contend the Detroit police did it one morning about 4 o'clock.
According to reports, they came in, smashed fixtures and
supplies with a vengeance.
•
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15 Men Of Power Are
Key To Negro Progress
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
Washington Correspondent for
Sengstacke Publication
As the struggle of American
Negroes for full freedom ap-
proaches its agonizing cli-
max, the question arises as
to who holds the power over
their destiny. Since Washing-
ton, D.C. is the seat of pow-
er, the answer is found
among those who occupy the
places of the mighty here.
The list goes beyond the
traditional ten. The selections
were made because of the
positions they hold, or be-
cause what they do has enor-
mous impact on the shape
of events, particularly as
they relate to black Ameri-
cans.
This is the order of their
presentation. It is no sur-
prise that Number one is
President Lyndon B. Johnson.
He must co-share that place
with the Congress of the
United States.
Coming to the Presidency
in a period of national trau-
ma. he is a strong, but con-
troversial figure. He has to
grapple at once with the un-
popular issue of our involve-
ment in Vietnam and the
most serious racial disorders
in the history of the country.
It is ironic that this South-
erner who once was called
the chief obstacle to civil
rights, but who went on to
carve out the most remark-
able record of civil rights
accomplishments of any U.S.
President, now finds himself
both the target of the angry
and impatient generation of
new Negroes who say it is
too little and too late and
the sullen white majority who
say he has gone too far and
too fast.
White resistance to Negro
rebellion is symbolized in the
90th Congress. More a n d
more what Lyndon Johnson
proposes for poor Americans,
and this means Negroes to
them, Congress disposes,
such as the request of $40 mil-
lion for rat control which it
turned down amidst laughter
and wisecracks.
The stubborness of Con-
gress and the insistence of
Negroes have become polar-
ized, leading toeards an in-
evitable•confrontation of force
against force. It is this di-
lemma which Lyndon John-
son faces and the fate of not
only 22 million blacks, but
the whole country depends
upon his skill in resolving the
crisis.
The savage denunciations
which President Johnson now
must .endure, even from some
segments of his own party,
have a historical parallel. The
following passage is taken
from the New York Herald
of Feb. 19, 1864. It was writ-
ten by the editor and publish-
er, James Gordon Bennett.
''President Lincoln is a joke
incarnated. His election was
a very sorry joke. The idea
that such a man as he should
be the President of such a
country as this is a very
ridiculous joke. His inaugural
address was a joke, since
it was full of promises which
he has never performed."
"His Cabinet is and always
has been a standing joke. All
his State papers are jokes
His Emancipation Pro-
clamation was a solemn
joke." His conversation is full
of jokes. His title of 'Honest'
is a satirical joke."
"The style in which he
winks at frauds in the War
Department, frauds in the
Navy Department . . . and
frauds in every department
is a costly joke. His intrigues
to secure a renomination and
the hopes he appears to en-
tertain of re-election are,
however, the most laughable
jokes of all."
History wrote a quite dif-
ferent ending to Editor Ben-
nett's tirade. For Lyndon
Johnson, the most powerful
leader on Earth, the problem
is how to keep the nation
from splitting asunder under
conditions even more perilous
then Lincoln faced.
Unquestionably, the number
two position of power belongs











MeNAMARA million m e m-
bers of the armed services
and nearly a million and a
quarter civilian employees.
Four-star generals and G-S
2 file clerks alike are respon-
sible to his directives.
Because he knows how to
keep a cool head under the
most withering fire, he has a
longevity record in the Cabi-
net. President John F. Ken-
nedy persuaded him to leave
the presidency of Ford Motor
Co. in 1960 to take over the
Defense Department. Presi-
dent Johnson kept him on
and it is widely believed that
he considers him the strong-
est member of his cabinet.
McNamara makes all the
decisions at the Pentagon. He
is a businessman who thinks
and acts like a businessman.
He has the power of life
and death over men, for it is
he who makes the judgement
on the need for more troops
in Vietnam. Civil Rights
are not his main concern, but
when the question of morale
threatens the efficiency of
his operation, he will move
with dispatch. For example,
he said very bluntly at a
recent press conference, "I
can't run a smooth operation
with conditions as they are
now at off-base housing for
Negro servicemen."
He is issuing directives now
at selected bases barring the
sale or rental of off-post
housing to all servicemen
where discrimination is the
policy. NcNamara is sensitive
also on the much publicized
issue of the role of Negro
soldiers in Vietnam and the
disproportionately high morta-
lity rates. They make up ap-
proximately 11 per cent of the
number in Vietnam, but the
fatality rate is running as
high as 22 per cent.
Altogether, Negroes in the
services total nearly 170,000
demossonemmumeme••••••••••
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President Lyndon B. Johnsoti with Alan Keyes of San
Antonio, Tex., who was elected president of Boys' Nation of




DETROIT — A National
Guard officer testified Tuesday
he saw one of two policemen
accused of murder in the De-
troit riots lead a Negro into a
motel room and emerge alone.
"I thought the man had been
shot," Warrant Officer Theo-
dore J. Thomas said.
Thomas said policemen raid-
ing the Algiers Motel in search
the big cities, his image is----e - of snipers fired into the ceiling
untarnished as a valiant cru-
sader for human dignity. He
has called for a Marshall
Plan to eliminate poverty
and disease.
Fourth on the list is Sec-e-
tory of Health, Education and




ings. Thomas testified at a
a sprawling
court examination to determine
OARDNER
with close to 7,000 officers.
With only one Negro general
and about 50 with the rank
of full colonel, there is a
marked Imbalance here. Dis-
crimination has ended as an
official policy in the Armed
Services, but there are still
festering pockets of bias.
On the civilian side of the
ledger, the record of integra-
tion is even less encouraging.
With well over 300,000 Negro
employees, less than a frac-
tion of one per cent are even
close to the policy-making
level. Thousands of Negroes
remain frozen in the lower-
level categories and the situa-
tion shows no sign of im-
provement.
The number three spot on
the power list goes to Vice
President Hubert H. Hum-
phrey. He has earned it by
prestige and a life-time rec-
ord of fighting for equality.
He commands no troops, but
as the President's principal
deputy and number one trou-
ble shooter, his influence and
his eloquent sincerity have
tremendous impact.
He threw himself with all
his energy into the campaign
to head off summer violence
and even though his hopes




would work Thomas pointed out August
betterif it as the officer he saw take a
were divided Negro into a motel room.
into its separ- Thomas said he had given Au-
gust a shotgun. August emerged
from the room alone, Thomas
Gardner has acquitted him- said.
self well enough to earn the "I saw a flash of clothing,"
Presidential Medal of Free- Thomas testified. "And then I
heard someone fall to the floor.dom in 1964, the highest civil
honor in the country. I didn't hear a shot. But I was
The budget for HEW for scared.
1968 will be $13.3 billion, with "I don't know if there was
four billion spent by the Of_ !a struggle. I thought the man
fice of Education, $4.6 billion had been shot."
on welfare and .$2.5 billion Thomas said he saw the
bodies of two Negroes sprawled
on the motel floor and saw one
unidentified policeman use a
a t e compon-
ents. Despite tnese handicaps,
on Public Health. Social Se-
curity Trust Funds will
amount to $31 billion. Total
pistol butt to hit one of severalemployees are 109,653. Of
this an estimated 20.3 per motel occupants whom police
cent are Negro. had lined up.up. 
Because both the issues He sa d one off
icer—not
of education and welfare are A
ugust or Paille—asked him,
sesitive a reas Gar- "Do you want to ki
ll one, too?"
ner often finds h i ms e I
Thomas said he protested, "We
,can't kill any more."
August, a four-year veteran
and a father of two, is charged
;with the murder of Aubrey
Pollard Jr., 19. Paille, a
bachelor with two years on the
force, is charged in the death
of Fred Temple, 18.
Thomas. a 14-year army vet-
eran and General Motors Corp.
engineer, was mobilized with
his National Guard unit for riot
duty. He said he watched from
a rooftop across the street as
police raided the motel.
"Once they were inside there
was shooting, all kinds of shoot-
ing " he testified. "... I asked a
policeman how many had been
shot and the answer was, Two
or three.' "
He said his headquarters or-
dered him to join the raiding
I party. He found police with a
F line of suspects against a wall,
Thom as said. One policeman
hit a suspect with his revolver,
Thomas said, and one suspect
said, "Yes, they did have a
gun."
Police investigators have said
' no gun was found at the motel.
Thomas said he saw an un-
identified policeman "lead a
man into the room on the left."
I "I watched him and he made
the man lay on the floor,"
Thomas said. "Then he . fired
,a shot in the air. He winked at
me, like he was saying it was
!through the ceiling, too."a game. So I fired a round
He said the officer then asked;
!him, "Do you want to kill one, I
too?"
NEW YORK — A long- madekill 
the statement. 'You
can't one in here...we can't
time Negro crusader against I 
juvenile delinquency and which have been causing
narcotics addiction has an-!"Afro-Americans to lose their
pounced h s will launch heads" in rioting, vilification
"a priv ate war avainst. of the president and drea ins
communists" d esi gned to, of Black separatist glory.
unite Negroes and white, He d e clined to dis•uss
moderates behind presidenti specifics and said he con
Johnson in a drive for human*t outline any "action' ,
rights. ;program at the present.
The Rev. Oberia D. Dempsey. The minister said he would
psstor of Upper Park Avenue have the support of his church ,
Baptist Church in Harlem and his antinarcotics organ:- I
zation, for which he claimed '
a membership of 2,600 people.!
He also said he would request '
lem by "launching a crusade endorsement of the National
to enlist every Afro-American Baptist Convention and would
to support our governenint inform the president of h.-
and our country to fig.it crusade by letter.
this evil. . .and enlist wh.ta Dempsey said that
America in the struggle." communists do not
Dempsey. founder and head rioting" they "take advairage
Of his church's "anti-crime of the causes of frustrati ins
and anti-narcotic commitee.- and d e a pair to promote
said his grass-roots propaganda it. H e c 1 a imed specific
program would disabuse evAence o f commun
Negroes of naive dependence financing of Harlem agitators
upon "Black Power" notion'. but would not disclose it.
on the hot seat before Con-
gressional committees that
seem hell bent on sniffing
out corruption and deprava-
tion among the poor. In fact,
the control of Federal aid to
education has raged in and
Out of Congress.
Gardner was forced to re-
treat on the matter of guide-
lines for desegregation when
Southerners demanded
strong modification of the
rules. He also has had to
yield in other areas of health
and welfare. Negro doctors
have been bitter about charg-
es of widespread discrimina-
tion in hospital and welfare
programs. Recently, an inter-
racial team of doctors went
to Mississippi and came back
with reports of starvation
among rural Negroes that
shocked the Nation. Gardner
is well-intentioned, but he is
frustrated by the gripes of
Congress that is generous on
funds for space research and
stingy on human needs.
1Next week: Poverty pro-




as if they were playing threat-
ening games with their prison-
ers and asked him, "Do you
want to kill one, too?"
Three Negroes were killed
with shotgun blasts in the mo-
tel on the night of July 26. Pa-
trolmen Ronald August, 28. and
Robert Paille- 31, have been
charged with two of the slay-
whether the officers should
stand trial.
said he planned to counter
alleged communist and Negro
hate-group influence in her-
while
"cause
kill any more. There's too many
now."
Morris Campaigns
Charlie F. Morris. Sr.. candi-
date for councilman from Dis-
trict 7, carried his campaign to
the downtown area when he
spoke at the Holiday Inn on
Friday night at the rally for
Cuba Johnson, candidate for
councilman from District 6.
Flint Negro Mayor Quits In Row
Over Open Occupancy Measure
FLINT, Mich. — Negro Mayor But when the proposal
Floyd J. McCree, declaring heed down, 5.3, Monday
didn't "want to live a lie any immediately resigned
longer,' resigned after the City
Commission voted down an
open housing ordinance, it was
learned Tuesday.
"I've wanted to be the mayor
of all the people, he said. "I've
tried to be the mayor of all
the people. But I cannot pre-
tend that that is the way it is.
"You will have my written
resignation in time for next
Monday's meeting," McCree
told the commission. He said
he would give commissioners
antil then to find a replace-
ment for him.
McCree later told reporters
he meant that statement as an
oral resignation.
McCree, 44, had long been an
advocate of open housing for
Michigan's second largest city
which has a population of 210,-
000 25 per cent of which is
Negro. Flint is the largest city
in the nation to have a Negro
mayor.
McCrea urged the commis-
sion to adopt the open housing
ordinance on several occasions.
At Holiday, Inn
This week Mr Morris is
scheduled to speak at the Chis-
ca Plaza hotel at a meeting
sponsored by the Soul Saving
Strategy Committee, of which
Bishop R. J. Johnson is the
chairman.
was vat- and his seat on the commission
night, he
as mayor
He stormed out of City Hal
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You're off to an exciting night
at the races with "it's...
RACING TIME". Be a lucky
winner and win up to $500.
Play right in your own living





BIG STAR & -
QUALITY
STAMPS
Get a bonus with every purchase
at BIG STAR with QUALITY
STAMPS! Quality Stamps is a
favorite with the whole family
because the Quality Stamp Catalogue
is filled with famous Brand-Name
Items with something to please










Mrs. Mary L. Cotton
Starkville, Miss.
Play "it's...RACING TIME"!
There ore 5 exciting races
every Saturday on WMC..TV,
Channel 5, 7 to 7:30 P.M.
Pick up your race cards
today of BIG STAR!
'`•
Pan
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..: And Saturday was also the Brodnax and their daughter
"- wedding day for another pair- Jackie who was graduated
of college sweethearts, Sandra from Clark College • Dubu.
Taylor and Roderick Diggs, Brown Branch YWCA will beque this past June. went to contribution being in assisting Erness Bright), Mrs. Vaness
Jr. They were wed before Fort Riley, Kansas, to visit
wear results, the wool gives tacally everything, all decorated along with millions of smart. 
.
,.. She's Joe, Jr's daughter. Cincinnati to attend the Delta
Confab.
• And Peggy Cox Brewer ind the nylon provides resistance , Made under license are such feet into shoes lined with super--
.- her spouse Harper were hosts Also attending the Delta meet against wear. 'items as an imported knit jack. comfortable leather. In leather-
by the side of the road as her are Leola Gilliam. Pearl and Colors included light and dark et, double breasted with a rib. lined shoes, you can hold a 
-i•
- father and others in their Leroy Bruce, Mildred and,grey. a tan and dark brown, a'bon-laced front, sports jackets "shop-in" without damp tired 
Hoitsehold 7 ip
.- family stopped here en route Frank Williams, Othella Shan-'dark blue and an olive. that range up to $135 and are feet. a "walk-in" without burn-, The safest and most conven-
.. to Sardis, Miss., for a family non, Charlene Turner and The appearance is something coordinated with slacks, hos- 
ing bunions, and a "stand-in" ieri way to paint a house is
Ernestine Cunningham, the like a fine hopsacking and in a iery. cloves etc. 
in complete foot-ease. from a scaffold, according to
conservative cut that contrast- • . • To understand why only
ed sharply with the hip-hugging And if you're wondering what leather linings are proper pro-
colors will be popular in sports tection from foot irritation, dis-Levi's.
perspiration, youwear next spring, the National comfort and
Association of Men's sports. must look to leather's natural
wear buyers has come up with, structure.
"• as was his daughter Frances and daughter Caffrey, Jr., and
.. 
... (Mrs. Lester) Grimes and her Wanda and their children,Icent wool and 20 per cent ny4 :Countess Mara, who made
son, James. A other grand- Beverly and Amy Beth whol Ion , . p neckties amoas
: child, Helen Lather was also call Cleveland home. Caffrey 's The a vril gives the wash and in the 1930s. is now selling prac- Join the Fall '67 "ease-in,",sheep, kid or "split cowhide"
N Y k ('it t' • t A has on off to leather, the shoe gains body
without weight and will retain
its shape longer - and better.
▪ reunion.
President of the local chapter.
Marie Bradford drove up
family and a few friends at their son Terry, and on 
r on leave for completion orwork toward a master of arts in the initial planning and crea-tion of the MAP-South Poverty Arkansas McHenry of Pine Bluff,
the home of the bride's pa- around to St. Louis or ball degree in social work
 and will, Program. 
. She is also a mem-
rents. Mr. and Mrs. James, • be enrolled for the second year 
her of the Mississippi Boule-
Taylor on Gaither Parkway: Aimed At curriculum at the University 0games. She is the wife of William F. yard Christian Church.
intendent of mails in Memphis' gin September 1 as acting exe-
at the home of the groom's is here from Detroit visiting Wk• Nhill
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ro. them now and the rest if
derick P. Diggs, Sr., on her folks, Rose Greene and
Woodlawn. : Annie Marie and James Mack
Greene.
Both are June graduates
of L e Moyne College and Chicago model Kay Jones
Roderick will enter UT Col- was through town Sunday
- lege of Medicine this fall while
▪ Sandra, one of our Honorary
Co-Ettes, takes to the clas.,-
4N.- room.
FAMILY REUNIONS . . .
▪ J. T. Lanier's family got
• together with him and his
•• wife, Lillie, last week and what
a time they had. His son Joseph
" was here from Los Angeles, students as well as the more collar but there is another long -
...- husband Robert Green were Sallie and Caffrey Bartholo- • • the Spirit of St. Louis.
leather jacket as authentic as •'I. his daughter Ezelle and her mature man
'here from New York City, mew are enjoying their son The fabric is a blend of 50 Others are in fabric or cordu-
By WALTER LOGAN snaps off to go into the bath- 
. .
Post Office; the mother of Mrs. cutive director of the SarahShe will return to Memphis inroom. 
squeezing teens into tight-fit- And a shoe carrier snaps iff placement at Kennedy Veterans 
Albany, Georgia. and William during the absence of Mrs.
ting jeans since the California Ito hang up and put four pairs: Hospital. 
F. Owen, Jr. and a member of Owen.
Gold Rush. has now turned ,,o:of shoes in easy reach. For the past two years she 
t h e Mississippi Boulevard Mrs. Jones is a graduate of
Christian church; Delta Sigma LeMoyne College. She was a
the older man with a new wool • • • carried her work as Director
blend fabric which is perma- And if you're sentimental 
Theta sorority; and numerous member of the llonor Society,
nently pressed and machrie about your old Air Force flying studies at the Memphis Branch
of the YWCA along with her
civic and social groups. of that institution and was se-
washable, jacket which probably has worn of the School of Social Work, Mrs. Maud D. Bright, office 
lected to appear in the 1962-63
out by now. McGregor has 
Who's Who Among Students In
come up with s( mething called, 
and field work at Gailor Psv- ad information secretary atDon't run to your nearest
store, however. The new fabric' 
chiatric Clinic. She has been the Sarah Brown Branch YWCA American Uni
versities and Col-
Barnstormers which recapture 
leges. She is an active member
some of the earlier days of tly- 
I •
'with the YWCA for 22 years, for twenty years, is retiring
with 20 as the branch execu- September 1. Mrs. Bright came 
of Prospect Methodist Church
then only in limited quanities. ing. :
tive. Under her leadership, the to Memphis from Pine Bluff. and a member of 
the Delta
There is an out and out flying i Branch expanded in memb
er- Arkansas twenty-two years ago Sigma Theta Sorority. She is aBy next year it should be all 
I
. native of Winston Salem, North
over and probably in pants for jacket with shearling lining and 
ship and program and raised with her husband the late Er
Carolina and has worked as an
absorbs foot perspiration inside elementary teacher in the Nor-
the shoe, keeps your feet dry ristown. Pa. school system and
and free from burning, substitute teacher in the Mem-
For the looks of the shoe phis system.
as well as your own comfort, Mrs. Jones is married to,
a leather lining is best. Wheth- Clair Jones, Architect for thel
er fitted with feather-light National Board of Missions of,
won't be on the market 'until





-AMERICA is a tune; it and Faye Lewis drove up to
must be sung together." Ge. Omaha to pick up her mother
Mrs. B. J. Sykes for her visitraid Stanley Lee.
with them.
WEDDINGS . . . Some of Marion Speight is here .
that happiness togetherness from her post at Bethune-
has rubbed off on Theresa: Cookm an College visiting
Thompson and Arl her mother. Mrs. W. 0.
,, married . Saturday Speight, Sr.. and her brother
at thoinas Catholic Church and his family Oscar and
and were feted by the bride's Jewel and Bill.
-- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
▪ Thompson with a lovely gar- Leath ,(Mrs. Peter M.) Jones,
Im•den reception at her brother and Isabel! (Mrs. C. C. Rout
and sister in law's. Modean hac have received interesting,
••• and Harry Thompson on Ed- notes from Geraldine Diamond
• ard. who was once a schoolmarm
41.1. now teaching in St. Louis and
•- The happy young pair will making an extensive European
leave soon for South Bend,
(liana, where An will begin his
in- tour.
- second year as -a law student! Estelle Walter feted Dorothea
- at Notre Dame Universit yjPoole who a'visiting here from
- and Ther esa will settle i Springfield, Mass., with an
down to being a housewifeiA-1-fresco dinner at her home
...and schoolmarm. The two on Ioka. Partaking of the deli-,MSU 
Student Plans A" were high school sweethearts cious dinner and exchanging
▪ at Father Bertrand High, from tid bits with t h e sparkling
- and Arl attended St. Benedict sister. Grace Brandon. herl
- which they both graduated guest of honor were ha' sept▪ ember Wedding
.8• College in Atchinson, Kansas cousins, Imog ene Wilson,,
- and Theresa was at the sister Marilyn M i her, and her Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mallory, at Memphis State university.
"-• school. Mount St. Scholastica.
I!friends, Marion Flowers. Mar-sr announce 1 e engagement. Mr. Howard is a graduatetha House, Lois Hargraves, of their daughter, Miss Care- of Woodstock High school••▪  With college behind them Mary Alice McWilliams. and
...they've embarked upon a new line Mallory. to Charles and is employed at Massey-Almazine Davis. ward Howard. ! Ferguson. Inc.- life together.
•- Gladis and William (Bettl•)j Miss Mallory is a graduate, The wedding will take place
of Woodstock High_ School, on Saturday, Sept. 2, at the
and p r e sently a student Little John Baptist church.
CARELINE MALLORY
secretary, who retires Sept.
I. Others are Miss Eunice
Brunson, center, executive
director of the Memphis
YWCA, and Miss Cornelia
s d h i f th. an ers, c a rman o
Committee on Administration
nest E. Bright, prominent in-
surance broker. Her interest in
the YWCA grew as she seryccil
as a volunteer prior to her em-:
ployment as secretary. She is a
native of Dallas, Texas,
Numerous Members of the
YWCA hold fond memories of
Members of the Young funds and built the ultra-mod- theaffableMrs.Bright h





LUNCHEON H 0 N 0 R
THREE - Members of the
Sarah Brown branch of the
YWCA honored three per-
sons during a recent lunch-
eon. Seated at left is Mrs.
Addle G. Owen, YWCA
71(
S branch executi‘e director,
who is going on leave to
study, and at right Mrs.
Donna Joan Jones, who will
be acting director. Standing
at left is Mrs Maud I).
Bright, office and information
Luncheon Honors Three
Members Of YWCA Staff
tended an "Off and On" Lun-
cheon recently honoring three
individuals, one taking a leave
of absence, another retiring,
and the third joining the staff.
Mrs. Addle G. Owen, exe-
cutive director of the Sarah
of Tennessee School of Social
from Houston and took time off
to deplane and visit her cousin
Velma Lois Jones and high
school chum Modean Thomp-
son. Kay and her friend Mary
Harris were a glamorous sight.
We had to keep our hands
in our pockets so the folks
would understand that our
attire was a tent and not a
night gown,
and feted with a reception Gladis- sister, Mattie Snipes
Mississippi Blvd.
Mrs. Owen has been active in
community life and has taken,
part in many of the projects
and community studies which
have resulted in improvemens
or Memphis. Her most recent
received their membershn s
over the desk and gave infor-
mation to thousands of persons
entering the building both on
Vance and Mississippi Blvd.
She is the mother of Mrs.
Nathaniel Brody of Princeton.
New Jersey (the former Nliss
wen, assistant general super-.
Mrs. Donna J. Jones will be-
Levi Strauss, which has been the early fall for her field work 
Angela Griffin Owen Terry of Brown Branch YWCA to serve
oin Fall
per cent avril rayon. 30 per,roy. 'Ease-In',E
the proper "hand." or feel, and with her nine-pronged coronet. Americans, by slipping your
• 
. blue and green. They will turn
d T a 1 c um and Edith daughter who will be en-,FVC - Total Fabric Con
••• Cox, and their daughter La- rolled in her father's alma cept tnd Total Fashion Concept. LIP in everything from 
sports ica. This porosity, which brings weather. Scaffolding can be
-0. verne. and Willie and Annie mater this fall, also. Dr. All of that means coordinaiLd 
fresh air into the shoe and also I rented from many dealers.•• [ shirts to bathing trunks.
‘..- Cox and their Joan represent- Willfam McCray, who teaches sports outfits, either with fancy
na
It: ed Chicago and from D. C. down at Grambling and yours coats and plain pants or fancy
.••• came Peggy's cousin Hazell truly who was on 
her sum- pants and plain jackets, made
•... Fair, who also visited our , mer vacation, by a score of maufacturers.
the National Paint, Varnish and
Lacquer Association. This will
enable you to paint across the
entire side of the building gs
you work downward.
Beside Peggy's dad. Fletcher
▪ Cox from Detroit, there were
'a. her uncles and aunts. Mack ito our capitol city Wednesday
Z and Marion Cox and their ito see about getting her niece 
•
••• brood. Michelle, Melvin, Mau-i Anne Bradford enrolled in J. P. Stevens & Co., which Try to finish a morning's or
•. rice and Mack. Jr., and Booker:Tennessee state University,r is one of the larger fabric man-also Agean green and Agean blue.; Since it is an animal product day's work at a corner or win-
.. T. Cox. all from the Motor : and making the trek with ufacturers in the country, The green is a tue lime. with millions of tiny pores, dow so that laps and streaks
"' City. from Los Angeles came her were Beverly Miller,lis making fashion news this The blue is a combination of leather can "breathe," points 1 will not occur, even if several▪ another uncle James Cox .Hester and A. D. Miller's fall with something it calls out Leather Industries of Amer- days intervene because of
an




















Peggy and Harper were al-
ready playing "parents" to
Harper's nephew and niece
Ken and Vicki Bilton whom
Peggy had brought hack with
her from her trip to Houston.
A highlight of the trip. was
a visit to the Capitol Building
where we visited the Gover-
nor's Administrative Assistant
H. T. Lockard.
One group of fabrics called
adobe showed a dark, terra
cotta solid with four plaids!
that pick up the red color in
various brown, and green
shades.
ORCHIDS to our friend. the Another called brandy has a
Queen, Martha Jean Steinberg solid brandy color teamed with
Barbara and Victor Bilton for the marvelous job she did three plaids and a stripe; the
came in Saturday to pick up in helping to calm her listeners
 cactus was a dark solid green
their little darlings and brought during the riot in Detroit. with four plaids of various in
their brother and sister-in-law. She was given a . beautiful tensities.
Dwayne and Doris Bilton spread in the Detroit News. • • •
and their Bertrand along for There's also something new
the ride, in the way of socks.
If your athlete's feet or some
other ailment get to acting up,1
Burlington Mills makes a newt
A new container called a, sock with white feet attached to
FOR CHARITY'S SAKE . . .
The Les Modelettes gave a
summer bash for the benefit
of Goodwill Boys Club and
made their presentation to
J. B. Brooks, who's a mem-
ber of the Advisory Board
of the ctub. They also pre-
sented a college scholarship to
a student.
Fern mes in this group who're
showing an awareness of
community needs are Lone
M. Griffin, Sarah Morris,
Ruth Lewis, Allene McGuire, a refrigerator ice cube 
corn- away
press-, Geneva Thomas, \tee- Partment or home freezer 
and It is a folding hag which
the water inside freezes solid, holds up to eight suits. A shirtleon Tolbert and Helen Little.,
That's where the "cool" comes, hag snaps off to go into a
CHIT CHAT. . . Charles i from. dresser drawer. A toilet kit
What's New?
:Thermo Jar really is a minia-, colored tops.
ture icebox. Its insulation is
so efficient that it will keep
even a strawberry sundae frosty
And if you're a traveler who
cold for over four hours, the does not like to unpack every
manufacturer reports. time you hop from one island
The lid is a permanently to another, 
Walter Blahs, head
of Ventura luggage, inventedsealed hollow filled with pure,,
himself a bag called a Hang-distilled water. Put the lid into





•••••• 14 North Main Street
Corn.' of Coarl and 1.4oht (Downsteirs) 527-3619
FREE Miami Beach VACATION
4 DAYS and 3 NIGHTS
for TWO PEOPLE








Heed Mode  149.95
Semi Handreod•   $43.95
F.•nch Wrgs. ,  S59.95
Falls
Wielett 




the Methodist Church. She is.
the mother of a son and the
daughter-in-law of Rev. and
Mrs. H. H. Jones of this city.:  
I United Singing
Ur ion To Give
Benefit Program
Christmas is some five
months away, but the interest
of a church club has already
been stirred into action in the
matter of prparing for its
"Goodwill" Christmas baskets.
The organization is the Good-
will Christmas Basket Club of
'St. Stephen Baptist Chwch.
The group is sponsoring the
appearance of the United Sing-
ing Union, at the church, Sun-
day, August 20, at 8 p.m. St.
Stephen Church is located at
508 North Third. The Sunday
night program's proceeds will




:include the Majestic Soft Sing-
'ers, the Spiritual Pilgrims,
Morris Specials. United Spe-
cials, and the Wells Spiritual
Fingers.
Officers of the Goodwill club
include, Jacob White, chairman
Mrs. Selena Steele, co-chair-
man, Mrs. Gertie Mae Wells,
secretary, Mrs. Bessie Young,
assistant secretary, Mrs. A.
Ronand, supervisor, and Miss
Alice Allen, co-supervisor. Rev.





I thought about you last
night. We went out to
Stoker Furniture Company,
1174 S. Bellevue Blvd.,
last night and we saw some
of /the wildest furniture.
They hod styles of furniture





store. So when you come
to town next week to do
your shopping, be sure to
save enough time before
you buy to go by _and see
Stoker's unusual styles.
We sure like what we bought
and I'm sure you will too.
Tell Larry and Jim to
come with you and be sure
and stop by our house sc
you con see our color TV.
The one we bought from
Stoker, too. Girl, it's great.
That's all for now. Will






Your old time girl frimd,
Mary Jane
P.S. I forgot to mention
that Stokers' terms are as
1;ttle as No Down Payment
with up to 36 months topay.
You can't beat that even •
with my old egg beater.
downtown • union ave.
mouthiand mall
C S S
fashion specia/ists in sizes






161/2 to 2$1/i '—
textured acetate Ani;
skiff with new fashion
accents . . . paisley
print scarf, brass but-
tons and a flurry of
pleats of the hemline
achieve the look of
TODAY • . . block
only.
MATI, ORDERS. Add .5gr pest
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As is the wont of New York
politicians, Governor Nelson
Rockefeller ventured down on
the Lower East Side of New
York answering questions on
the sidewalk during his last
campaign. A lady came up
and said that she couldn't
find a place to live she could
afford.
"Madam," said the governor,
"I understand your problem.
I am very concerned about
this question." He had boned
up carefully on the subject of
housing and explained in great
detail that there were two
bond issues on the ballot,
one for $100 million for low-
cost housing and urban re-
newal, a n o ther for $100
million for m iddle-income
housing.
He concluded, "If you get
your friends, madam, to back
these bond issues, and then'
the right candidate is elected.."
She looked up at him and
said, "I should live so long?"
THOUGHTS ON COMPLEXION
Sometimes all the cosmetic
ads distress me. The constant'
application of these make me
think that Women are trying
-.Oak
aims Alk 1111/16.011111111L aft 1116
Tfiger*
NASSAU WELCOMES
MEMPHIANS — A group
of tourists from the Sarah
Brown branch of the YWCA











come to Nassau, capital
of The Bahamas, when they
arrived for a visit. James
Shepherd, assistant to the
Premier, Lynnden 0. Pin&
BIRTHDAY C E L E.
BRATION — Mrs. Mollie
Minor was 92 years of age
on Friday, August 11, and
here to help her celebrate
the joyous anniversary of
,Aff
ling, and a member of the
House of Assembly, board-
ed the ship to greet the
visitors on behalf of the
premier. He is shown here
her birth were her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Katie Lou Hill,
left, of Toledo, Ohio, and a
granddaughter, Mrs. Mary
Catherine W ii liams of
var
with Mrs. addle Owen,
executive director of the
YWCA branch and other
visitors.
Washington, D. C., right.
The widow of the late Rev.
James Minor, she is
native of Macon, Ga.
(Withers' Photo)
Politicking On The East Side
By HARRY GOLDEN to submerge themselves in
some sort of pancake-makeup
iceberg. Which leads me to
believe the older a woman
becomes, the less she is
scrubbed — and the more she
is polished.
BANKER'S MIRAGE
A friend who works as a
reporter for a large metro-
politan newspaper, rides a
suburban train to and from
New York City every day. The
train is populated by brokers,
bondsmen and i nvestment
bankers and one night this
reporter rode home beside
one of these prosperous bank-
ers and they fell to talking.
The reporter asked the bank-
er what kind of reading he
preferred and the banker re-
plied he favored detective
stories and then they fell to
talking about featherbedding
and how the unions were run-
ning roughshod and wrecking
the economy.
The reporter ventured the
suggestion that perhaps a
man deserves a fair day's
pay for a fair day's work
and the banker agreed. So
the reporter asked the bankerk
to guess what an .ordinary re-
'THE EMBASSY CLUB.
Presents:
"THE FATS SONNY .COMBO"
Dining & Dancing
Open Seven Nights A Week)10
JAZZ SHOW
Every Sunday Evening
From 15 p.m. to 9 p.m..
We Cater to Private Parties
1252 E. MeLemore Call 942-9290
Mose Lynam,. Manager
a
porter's salary was and the
banker without hesitation said,
"About $28,000."
He was off only by $20,000
and that is how far some




The citizens of Shawnee-
town, Ill., have recently
apologized for its bank offi-
cials who, in 1830, turned down
a request for $300 made of them
by the City of Chicago. The
Shawneetown bankers thought
Chicago was too far away
ever to become much of a city.
The population of Shawnee-
town today is not one per cent
of Chicago's, although it was
the first town in Illinois to
have a bank. All of which








The traditional cake, candles
and ice cream marked the
ninety-second birthday anniver-
sary recently of Mrs. Mollie
Minor, and here to help her
celebrate the occasion was her
daughter, Mrs. Katie Lou Hill
of Toledo, Ohio, and her grand-
daughter, Mrs. Mary Catherine
Williams of Washington, D.C.
Both made the trip to Memphis
especially for the occasion.
Mrs. Minor. the widow of
Rev. James Minor, now re-
sides with her nephew, Leroy
Prewitt of 1175 Beechwood, and
Mrs. Prewitt.
Born August 11, 1875, at
Macon, Ga., Mrs. Minor's ear-
ly years were spent on a farm.
After her marriage to Rev.
Minor in the early 1920's, they
came to Memphis some 10
years later.
They established and operat-
ed the Spotless Laundry Clean-
ers on Chelsea and continued
the business after moving to
Orange Mound community.
I11 health finally forced the
Minors to discontinue opera-
tions.
"A life of hard work and
obedience to the teachings of
the Bible have attributed to my






Some of the young volunteers
for Charlie F. Morris candi-
date for councilman in Dis•
trict 7, met recently with his
sons to plan a house-to-hous?,
campaign on all streets in
district, and persons who




The Youth Council of the
Pearly Gate Baptist church
at 1374 Nicholas is present-
ing an outing to Riverside
Park on Friday, August 18.
It will include supervised
games and fun for people
of all ages.
The bus will leave the
church at 9 a. m., and the
fare is 75 cents a person.
Louis B. Holmes, Ji., is
chairman, and Mrs. Evelyn
Turner co-chairman.
Rev. W. C. Jackson is pas-
276-6741, or dial Mrs. Katie
Sexton at 274-3408. In th.t
group are Ronald and An
thony Mirris, sons of the
candidate seen holding the
United States flag at right.
Donations for the campaign






Youth Fellowship will meet on
August 27th, at 6 p.m .at Warn-
er Temple AME Zion Church,
917 Mississippi Boulevard. Rev.
W. J. Neal is pastor.
The M.C.Y.F. picnic will be
held at Fuller's State Park on
the 19th of Augus t. All
AME., CME, and AME Zion
Churches are invited to attend.
Each church will be responsi-
ble for its own food and trans-
portation. Public relations di-
rector for the picnic is James
tor. Ford.
Observance of the 14th anni-
versary of the Reverend and
Mrs. L. M. Henderson, will be
observed during the days of
August 15-20, by the members
of Mt. Pleasant Misianary Bap-
tist Church, where Reverend
Henderson is pastor.
The guest speaker Sunday
will be Rev. L. C. Moore. pas-
tor of Greater Hope Baptist
Church. Master of ceremonies
for the program will be Rev.
Johnson, pastor of Princeton
Baptist Church.
The program will have as
chairman, Mr. R. Royston
chairman, Mr. C. Hampton,
and secretary, Mrs. E. Tribbitt.
The public is invited to be
present.
settWilkelle.•aUrnUk*VOISU.4...**":ekk•w...









TICKETS NOW ON SALE
ALL RISMID SEATS ... $s
STADIUM BOX OFFICE
Op** 100 te )0 Monday Wu Senvflee
GOLDSMITH'S CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
Op.' 10 to 4 E*itcy DaY
MAIL ORDERS—Add SOc for postage a • Memphis
Measerial Sfedlons, 335 S. Hollywood
Flavor straight
from the Golden Age
of the 4000 beers
Mouse of Quality Since 1877
Piktributed By A. S. Int.
Carling Brewing Company. Belleville, Illinois
NINE CONVENIENT WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
DEL FARM FOOD TO LIMIT
STORES
• Lourelwood Center
• National at Jackson
• Quinc• at Sea Isle
• Macon at Walls Station
• Getwell at Barron
• Chelsea at Thomas
• Northqat• Shopping Ctr.
• Southland Mall
Mclemore at Neptune
Save 00 Farm cash register tapes
for a 1% refund to your church or
favorite charity.
MORRELL SLICED




iliTOILERS L.33CANTALOUPE 2 No.LFa20r1gRe  Size 5 9
LEMONS 'u'" DOZ. 49c
DETERGENT
FAB 25C OFFLABEL BOX
BATHROOM TISSUE




POTATOES RED 10 BAG - - 99c
BUNTE CANDY
GUM DROPS





111 With coupon and purchase of $5.00 or mereexcluding Seer. Tobacco, Fresh Milk. Ice Creamand Ic• Milk. Limit one coupon per custoseer.
16
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Sports Horizon
CANTON, Ohio — Despite the
stretch drives of the majJr
league pennant races, the foot-
ball season is upon us. In tilis
town, which is located about 60
miles south of Cleveland, the
grid sport is already at a fever
pitch. The thing which makes
football so unique at this tUne
of year in Ohio is the enthusi
asm displayed over what is
billed as "Football's Greatest
Weekend."
Canton is the home of the
National Pro Football Hall of
Fame which inducted 17 chart-
er members January 29, 1963.
Following the initial enshrine-
ment, the Hall of Fame com-
mittee has staged a Hall of
Fame game prior to the NFL
regular season.
• This year's contest pitted the
• Cleveland Browns against the
Philadelphia Eagles. The Birds
* have a September 9th date at
- Memorial Stadium in Memphis
. against the Chicago Bears.
Bluff Citians will see a tough'
* Philly eleven which seemingly
: has matured from the last sea-
son squad which tied the
• Browns for second place in the,
. Eastern Division of the NFL.1
FIRST NEGRO
INDUCTED
Nine nominees were induced
J. into the Hall of Fame in an
• afternoon ceremony several
• hours before the Eagles and
e. Browns locked horns in nearby
Fawcett Stadium. The enshrine-
es in the class of 1967 and
• their sponsors included: Chuck
Bednarik, (Earle (Greasy)
Neale, former coach, (Eagles);
Charles Bidwill, Jr. accepting
....for the late Charles Bidwill, Sr.,
▪ (Arthur Rooney. Of Pro Fo)t-
ic ball's Hall of Fame); Paul
1, Brown, (Otto Graham, Of Pro
Football's Hall of Fame); Bobb
• Lane (Buddy Parker, Former
: coach, Lions and Steelers),
' Daniel F. Reeves, (Bob Water-
field, Of Pro Football's Hall of
.; Fame); Ken Strong, John F.
e, (Chick) Meehan, Former coach
!* New York University); Joe
• Stydahar, Dr. Daniel Fort-
mann, M.D., Of Pro Football's
• Hall of Fame); and Emlen
• Tunnell sponsored by Father
r Benedict Dudley, 0.F.M., Chap-
lain, New York Giants.
•.4
• Tunnel becomes the first Ne-
gro to be inducted into the Hall
of Fame. He enters the hal-
troiowed halls as one of the all-




las. Lexington, Ky — Nashua,gic a 11 ant Man and Jaipur, all
•=ormer winners of the Belmont
. .takes, the third let of
thoroughbread racing's triple





Say Slower, 1967 Masters win-
vier, shows control over self and
clubs by marked *as*
in right wrist.
GAY BREWER showed great
eontrol of self and clubs in win-
ning the 1967 Masters. The 35-
Mr-old Kentuckian had many
reasons to falter under pres-
sure but kept his shots on line
down tight tree-lined fairways,
ante well trapped greens and
Into the cups.
Bobby Jones claims, "Only
great golfers win the Masters
tournament." Brewer's swing
may not be rated with those
of Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Pal-
mer, Ben Hogan and Sam
Snead. A player taking the club
back outside the proper path,
then compensating, looping to
bring it down on the inside, is
making shots and scores the
hard way.
His success in competition
depends more on having the In-
• telligence and fortitude to ao-
quire a high level of self con-
trol.
Brewer definitely s Is owed
t Wiese qualities recently when
the above photo was taken.
Signs of *elf control are an
t unchanged grip, ease in right
; wrist at the finish.
;,4I be Klieg TN Mratileste
specialty. "Em the Gremlin,"
as teammates knew h i m,
then asked the New York
Giants for a tryout when he,
was ignored by the draft. He
made it . . . and proceeded to
set records for interceptions
(79 for 1,282 yards) and punt
returns (-258 for 2,209 yards).
One season he returned four
kicks for TD's, and in 1952-53
gained more yardage than his
offensive teammates with run-
backs on kicks and intercep-
tions.
After two seasons with Green
Bay, Tunnell retired to become
assistant coach for the Giants.
Father Dudley reminded Tun-
nell if he should go the eternal
shrine before he did to remem-
ber his sponsor to the Hall of
Fame. After gaining his com-
posure Tunnel! said, "I would
like to thank that truck driver
who gave me that ride over to
New York." Tunnel] hitchhiked
to New York and told Giants




LeRoy Kelly, who came to
terms last week with Browns
by announcing he would be
playing out his option, did not
play in the 28-13 loss to Phi13-
delphia. Also out was veteran
guard, John Wooten. part ..f
the five Browns players seeking
to bargain with owner Art Mo-
dell collectively. Kelley will be-
come a free agent after this
season. Frank Ryan's passing
and Notre Dame rookie fullback
Larry Conjar's running were
bright spots in the Cleveland
defeat.
The Eagles should be much
stronger this season. King Hill,
veteran quarterback, was at the
throttle most of the way as the
Eagles paraded a wealth of
running talent to blend with
Hill's passing. Rookie Harry
Wilson of Nebraska showed he
is ready for the big jump as he
blasted through the Browns le-
fense from three yards away,
Tom Woodeshick and former
Ada star Israel Lang also ate
big chunks of yardage as Coach
Joe Kuharich gazed intentively
at his charges. Timmy Brown,
the Eagles super threat, start-
ed but the broken field threat




Harry Forbes of New York
was scheduled to come to Mem-
phis next week to aid Henry
Harrison in the promotion of
the AAU boxing matches be-
tween the United States and a
team fresh from West Ger-
many. Donald Hull, executive
secretary for the AAU, is also
supposed to be on hand for the
bouts carded for the Mid-South
Coliseum Aug. 25th (Friday).
The Harrison brothers, Henry
and Shelton, were hopeful that
Archie Moore could come to
town to officiate some of the
matches.
FEAR OVERCONFIDENCE
U.S. Track Squad Battles West Germany In Meet
DUFASELDORF, GERMANY
(UPI) — The United States
track and field team held a
two hour workout Tuesday and
head coach Bob Giegengaca
pronounced his boys in excellent
shape for today's dual with
West Germany.
Giegengack, head track and






Tiger is expected to arrive here
within two weeks from war-
torn Nigeria to begin prepara-
tions for a title bout with No. 1
contender Roger Rouse Madi-
son Square Garden announced
Tuesday.
The bout probably will be
held in Las Vegas in October.
When Tiger successfully defend-
ed his title against former
champion Jose Torres on May
16, the winner was ordered to
defend the crown within 90 days
against Rouse. The deadline ex-
pires on Wednesday, but it is
expected to be extended.
Lew Burston, Tiger's Ameri-
can represtative, said the G.S.
State Department has agned
to give Tiger permission to en-
ter this country.
Tiger lives in the Eastern re-
gion of Nigeria, which recently
seceded from the rest of the
nation and tried to estaohsh
itself as the independent coun-
try of Biafra. The U.S. does
not recognize Biafran indepen-
dence, and the Nigerian gov-
ernment is trying to quell the
revolt-.
The 37-year-old Tiger strong-
ly supported the rebellion and
said he wants to be called al
Biafran instead of a Nigerlan.
He will have to avoid the rest
of Nigeria when he leaves the
Eastern region to come to this
country.
During the past se vet al
1 years, Nigeria has been torn
by civil war, but the Eastern
region didn't secede until Tiger
returned there after defeating
Torres. He had won the title
from Torres on Dec. 16 last
year.
To Enshrine 4 Into
Tennis Hall Of Fame
NEWPORT, R. I. (UPI) —
Two former Davis Cup stars and ,
a. pair of ex-national Women's
champions Tuesday were voted
into the National Lawn Tennis
Hall of Fame.
Bobby Riggs, Mrs. Margaret
Osborne DuPont, Mrs. Louise
Brough Clapp and Bill Talbert
wil be enshrined in the hall dur-
ing ceremonies at the Newport
Casino Saturday, Aug. 19. James
H. Van Alen, president of the
Hall of Fame, and Julian S.
Myrick, chairman of the board,
will conduct the ceremonies.
Riggs, one of the strongest
crefensive players the game has
known, was U. S. champion in
1939 and 1941 and runner-up in
1940. He was Wimbledon cham-
pion in 1939 and teamed with
Don Budge on the victorious
1935 Davis Cup team.
Talbert won thenational dou-
bles title with Gardner Mulloy
four times and was runner-up
four other times. He was Davis
Cup doubles champion in 1948
and ranked among the country's
top 10 tennis players 13 times.
Mrs. Dupont and Mrs. Clapp
teamed to win the national dou-
bles title 12 times from 1942-50
and 1955-57.
Mrs. Dupont, noted as an
exceptional volleyer, was na-
tional champion in 1948,
1949 and 1950. She and Mrs.
Clapp, the national champion in
1947, won the Wimbledon dou-
bles in 1946, 1947 and 1949.
Mrs. Clapp, the Wimbledon
champion from 1948-1950, rank-
ed among the top 10 women's
players 16 times.
•
DON'T BE A HYPOCRITE
VOTE FOR
LIQUOR BY THE DRINK
Before you vote—read carefully the questions and answers
below—know the facts—don't make your decision on hearsay
and rumors—
HERE ARE THE FACTS
Q. Will liquor by the drink mean the closing of liquor stores?
A. NO—You will still be able to buy liquor from stores in the
usual manner.
Q. Will I be allowed to bring my bottle into a club or cafe?
A. YES—Because Uquor by the drink will be served mainly in
hotels and large restaurants.
Q. How will I benefit from liquor by the drink sales?
A. A. It will mean more conventions, more industry and net-
uraliy more jobs.
B. Better schools for your children—more tax revenue for
your city to provide more services to help improve our
neighborhoods.
C. Increased salaries for bartenders,waiters and waitresses.
WE REPEAT—DON'T BE A HYPOCRITE—LIQUOR IS ALREADY
AVAILABLE BY THE HALF-PINT, PINT, FIFTH AND CASE—WHY
SHOULDN'T IT BE AVAILABLE BY THE DRINK?
WHY BUY A WHOLE BOTTLE TO GET ONE DRINK ---
VOTE FOR LIQUOR BY THE DRINK ON AUGUST 17---
el-IVENS FOR UQUOR BY THE DRINK
called his team the strongest in
history despite the fact that the
team's top sprinters, Tommie
Smith, Charlie Green and Jim
Hines, did not make the trip.
Smith holds the world record
for the 220-yard and 440-yard
events and Hines and Green
have tied the 100-yard
dash record of 9.1.
The veteran coacn, who was
in charge of the U.S. track and
field contingent at the 1364
Olympics in Tokyo, cauti wed
that his team may be a bit
overconfident after crushing
Britain in a meet last Saturday.
The U.S. squad won 19 3* 21
events to hand Britain one of
its worst defeats in history.
Pole vaulter Bob Seagren of
Los Angeles, however, express-
ed a dissimilar view.
"We are not going to
have as easy a time
against the Germans as we
did against the British," said
Seagren, whose former worid
record of 17 feet seven incnes
was shattered this year by Paul
Wilson.
After a two hour workout at
the stadium, the team returaod
to the hotel for lunch, viie-e
Giegeniack named the two com•
petitors of the 20 events sched-
uled for the two day meet.
The meet has generated con-
siderable excitement and spon-
sors reported that nearly ad
the grandstand seats had peen
sold out. The rain which has
fallen on Duesseldorf for the














Plenty of Free Parking
in the turnout and is expect'ed of 46,000, slow and sluggish
to make the track at Rhine l eliminating the prospect of any
Stadium, which has a capacity new world records.
Gordon's Vodka
the only vodka with. a
patent on smoothness.
M. PROOF. VISTELED FROM 61AIII. GOWAN' S DRY GIN CO.. !IL MIX II..
9116ideAuf
,;\/\APHIS LARGEST FOOD 
S) 
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CARTON OF 8 BOTTLES1/2 3 Qt. PLUS DEPOSIT
Size
FRED MONTESI
GRADE " A" WHITE INFERTILE
EGGS







































6 Roll Pkg 19c,
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
valise of coupon merchondi s• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xcluded in compliance with state law).
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Curriculum Experiment Begins At Bennett College
GREENSBORO, NC. — Fifty
freshmen who enter Bennett on
September 14 will be enrolled
in a special curriculum which
its d e velopers hope will,
by the beginning of their:
Junior year, have them further
advanced than others who en-
tered at the same time.
In cooperation with the In-
stitute for Services to Educa-
tion, IES of Washington, D. C.
and Educational Services, Inc.,
of Watertown, Mass., Bennett
and 12 other predominately
•
Negro institutions, is structur-
ing a two-year intensive pro-
gram with a carefully designed l
innovative curriculum.
The students will receive'
special pre-college counseling
to prepare them for the in-
novative aspects of the pro-
gram which will differ from
the regular college situation.
The curriculum will em-
phasize ideas and their ex-
pression, mathematics and
analytical thinking, social in-




change, and a physical and
biological scientific inquiry. In
charge of the program will be
a coordinator of curriculum
development a counselor, four
teachers from the present the materials they will be
faculty and four teachers teaching in the fall. They met
from other institutions under- the direction of the
Bennett faculty members Curriculum Resources Group
have met for eight weeks with of the IES, in what was known
faculty teams from cooperating as the "13 College Suminer
colleges at Pine Manor Junior
College, Newton, Mass., to
work out details of the curri-
culum design and to write
Curriculum Conference."
During their freshman year,
the students will have three
hours of course work in each
subject area and three of
ihrichment. Their sophomore
year will include ten hours in
the program and six hours of
electives. Because the student-
faculty ratio will be much
lower than usual, the students
Jury Rejects U.S. Protest In Winnipeg
WINNIPEG, Canada — (UPI) Post-race medical examina-
- The Pan-American Games' tions of cycliAlis are being con-
Jury of Appeal today rejected ducted in the Pan-Am Games
a protest by the United States 
and Colombia over a silver med-
al awarded to a Mexican cy-
cling team, one of whose mem-
bers was found to be using stim-
ulants.
Without giving any explana-
tion, the jury upheld the finish
of the team pursuit cycling
event which was won by Ar-
gentina with Mexico second, the
United States third, and Colam-
bia fourth.
It was disclosed yesterday
that one of the Mexican riders,
1 Saba Cervantes, was found by
post-race medical examination
to have used stimulants in a
semi-final race against the
United States. Cervantes was
not a member of the Mexican
team official said he has been
team when it lost to Argentina
in the final, and a Mexican
sent home.
The United States and Co-
lombia has asked that the Mexi-
can team be disqualified and
the silver medal awarded to the
United States and the bronze
to Colombia.
Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin
HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
s•mething y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chair-
man. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
If you're not getting
your fair share of cover-
age, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
NOTICE!







22" picture. measured diagonally; 270
sq. in. Smart Transitional styling in
select hardwood veneers and solids
with an applied Mahogany grain
finish.
THIS BEAUTIFUL 22" MOTOROLA
COLOR T.V. SET WILL BE GIVEN
FREE
TO THE HOLDER OF
THE LUCKY TICKET
Many other valuable door prizes will be awarded to the lucky ones.
It could be you, you or you! ! Come in now and register
Drawing for the prizes will be held Tuesday, September 5th.
You do not have to be present to win. Come in now and see this
beautiful store with its low, low prices ! !
111111111. --
Will csmputertzed teacher place-
ment help relieve she teacher
shortage' Th• National Education
Association is providing such
service.
Illinois Educsfson Association.
because of charges in previous
international cycling corn t,eti-
tions that some of the riders
were using stimulants.
In Wednesday's competition
in the games, Bill Toomey of
Laguna Beach, Calif., widened
his lead in the men's decathlon
at the conclusion of seven
will be able to work very
Riot Disarmclosely with their teachers and, receive a great deal of indi-
vidual attention. 1
course work will be a learning.
study center where each
student — on a voluntary basis
— will be able to improve her
basic reading and mathematics
skills and develop her ability to
study independently.
events. Toomey led the five'
, remaining competitors in botn,
the 110-meter hurdles in 15.1 1
seconds and the discus throw ,
with a toss of 131 feet, 10 inches
to increase his point total to
5,724—a lead of 446 over Hec.or
Legislator
Asks Police
LANSING. :fich — A Negro
State Representative from
Detroit has recommended dis-
arming police in riot-torn areas
of Michigan's largest city.
Rep. David S. Holmes Jr.,
a Democrat, also supported the
creation of an auxiliary police
force and said he hoped it
would not be a case of "too
little, too late."
Holmes made his suggestions
on how to prevent a recurrence
of violence in response to a re-
quest from House Speaker Ro-
bert E. Waldron, (R-Grosse-
Thomas of Venezuela.
The U.S. track and field
team faced a tough task—match-
ing the awesome record of their











Call or come by our shop
1271 Philadelphia St. Tel. 452-2683
I Point), chairman of a joint leg-
' islative committee to coordi-
nate studies of civil disturb-
ances.
He said he would cooperate
with the committee, but said
Detroit citizens resented "see-
ing people selected to serve on
committees who have no con-
ception of the basic problems
of the community"
Holmes said the Waldron
committee—which has 10 mem-
bers, three of whom are from
riot-affected districts--made the
"same mistake" as did Cos,.
George Romney and Detroit
Mayor Jerome Cavanagh • in
appointing a blue-ribbon group
to study the riot
Holmes himself carefully
refrained from calling it a roit.
He described the rioting , as
"rebellion against the establish-
ment or power structure." _
Tri-State Defender Popularity Poll
Of the six persons listed below, which would
be your choice as Mayor of Memphis?







Mail to the Popularity Poll
Tri-State Defender
Post Office Box 311
38101 Memphis, Tenn.




CAR CARE CENTER AUG. 14TH--AUG. 19TH
SOUTHGATE CAR CARE CENTER
I41111111111111111111101114/1111110111111.111111.
ALL WORK IN WRITING
Use Esso Credit Card . . .
or Charge-All
PHONE 948-0419
1890 S. THIRD ST. AT BELZ
ACROSS FROM SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER PHONE 948-0410
TAIL
WE WILL FURNISH AND IN-
STALL PIPE WITHOUT CHARGE
WHEN YOU BUY A NEW MUFFLER ...
DURING THIS WEEK ONLY.




• SAVINGS 9 .• •
411/ 
Chevrolet 6 & 8 cylinder
•
single exhaust. '59-'64
•Aik comparable savings •




•  00 0 •
\-D HOT WEATHER AHEAD-
V—CHECK Compressor, Lines & Valves For LeaKs
V CHECK Fan Clutch, Bearings & Switches
✓ ADUST All Belts and Pulleys for Proper Tension
✓ CHECK For Proper Delivery of Cold Air Inside Car
V—CHECK Cooling Coils
V—ADD FREON AS NEEDED TO PROPER LEVEL
•JU •NHP••
($ 795.








a$ described on the front of INS fern' for a
.1,.... per iOd of 90 days or 4.000 miles, srisch..,.. .
ie--. occurs first, but in no event for an amount n -
excess of the chew or courses made tor such
with. Humble she not be titbit to, tot..41 or
consentrential drivels: &map duct :c ...oltnil —...
abuse or neglect: amigo or destruction tw 0i0e.
Arecas explosion, or theft or tenure of pails 
,,-wInst ant Credit ... ot.ier than those installed on this order Thisgueranfee will be honored only at the Cot Con 
.F.i
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4N 'State Police To Recru it 300 MenPeter Pan Cleaners
899 E. Mclemore 1560 Netherwood








SUITS and DRESSES, plain 125
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'em" 5for 115
FREE
All Your Clothes Mildew
Proofed, Moth Proofed,
Odor Proofed & Sized.
SPRINGFIELD, II 1. -
Plans for the recruitment of
new troopers for the Illinois
State Police were announced
Tuesday by Bernard R. Cald-
well, chairman of the State
Police Merit Board.
Gov. Otto Kerner earlier
this month signed into law
Senate Bill 58 increasing the
size of the state's police
force by 300 men. The pre-
sent 1,100-man force will be
Morris has designated two
of his officers in each dis-
trict as recruiting offtcers
in addition to their regular
duties. Candidates for ap-
pointment may visit any
state police district head-
quarters for information or
may appear there at 9:30
a. m. any Saturday to take
the initial screening tests.
Caldwell defined the recruit-
ing schedule, pointing out
that each recruit will receive
16 weeks intensive trainingexpanded between now and
July 1, 1969.
A newly established salary
scale for state policemen pro-
vides a starting salary of
$575 per month with in-
creases to a maximum $840
in the trooper rank.
The recruitment program
has been decentralized under
a program developed between




at the State Police Academy
in Springfield, prior to as-
signment to duty. Trainees
'receive full salary while in
school.
idom from color blindness and
good moral character.
Young men interested in
law enforcement careers who
wish to write for information
may address the State Police
Merit Board at 503 Centen-
nial Building, Springfield, Ill.
Minimum requirements for l
appointment include a high
school diploma or equivalent
acceptable to the board, height
between 5 feet, 9 inches
and 6 feet, 6 inches with
proportionate w e i ght, age
range between 21 and 33
years, good eyesight, free-
CATS & DOGS-ODDS & ENDS SALE!
MEMPHIS IS A GREAT
1000 N. HOLLYWOOD
327-4126
Peel & Stick Fir. Til. 9x9 ..16c as.
Wood Front Medicine
Cabinet $7.95
Arrow Lock Sets ...From $1 19 up
Movable Shutters 99c
Odd Storm Windows ....$4.95 as.
Loos. Ceiling Tile 2c se.
Door inserts 99c ea.
Full Aluminuni Screens 29c ea.
Corrigaied Fiberglass ..19c sq. ft.
FlintKote VA Floor Tile ..$4.49 ctn.
Ceiling Tile (Slightly
Damaged) Sc sq.
Odd Wood Window Sash ..49c ea.
1/4 4x8 Misc. Paneling $1.99 ea.
401 Bathroom Tile Board $7.99 ea.
4x8 Birch Paneling $4.95 ea.
Odd Doors From. .$1.99 ea.
Misc. Door Units $7.95
ISO Sq. Ft Parkay 
Oak Flooring  $19
CITY-LET'S KEEP IT THAT WAY! BE SURE AND VOTE.
BOTH STORES-
1000 N. Hollywood & 1129 Florida
327.4126 948.4555
4x7, 4x8 Plywood ....99c Ea.
1,14 4x8 Sheetrock ....99c EL
Antique Os $1.99 Ea.
Spray Paint 69c Ea.
Odd Alum. Windows $7.95 Ea.
Post Formed Cabinet
Tops $1.99 Lin, Ff.
Formica Type Counter
Top I9c Sq. Ft.
1x3 Short YP Flooring ..$59 M
1/2 Oak Flooring (short) $59M
Pouring Wool 88c
Accos. Ceiling Tile 8c Ft.
4x8 Lauan Paneling ..$2 99 Ea.
In-town and out-if-town customers. Speoid cask and carry
prices on our entire stock of lumber and building spiecterias. Too





Reg. $26.35 Now $15.95
2/0x6/8 Louvered
Door Units $19.95
lx6 #I17 YP Siding $69M
lx6 #I05 YP Siding $AM
2x6-4 R. & 6 Ff. YP $25M
YP Mouldings 2e Lin. Ft.
8/0x6/8 Patio Door $79 ca.
11/2' Insulation
(Slightly Damaged) . . . . $19.95M
Premiter Insulation $65M
1/4 4x8 Hardboard Paneling
(Damaged) $1.99 ea.
Pure Vinyl Floor Tile 14c ft.
1/s Vinyl Asbestos
Floor Tile $8.69 ctn.
3-NEW 12,000 BTU Air.
Conditioner $179.95
Regency Built-In Oven &
Cook Top (Copper) $99
I7-New Refrigerators
From $119.00 Our Cost!
26-Now Color TVs Our Cost!
We cast ?tepid's your entire building needs, if not in stock we
can gat them far gcr. at a antral handling charge, delivery terns
abortys arranged.
"2" CONVENIENT LOCATIONS-PRICES GOOD ONE WEEK
HYMAN BUILDERS SUPPL





By LAWRENCE S. HAMMES
Social Security Administration
; (Field Representative)
Q: I am a widow 54 years old.
with two minor children. I
would like to know will I be
able to draw social security
when I get to be 60 years old.
My youngest child will be 18
then, he is 12 now. I receive a
widow's pension now and both
my children get a pension from
social security.
G.M., Chicago, Ill.
A: Yes, widows can now qual-
ify for monthly benefit pay-
ments as early as age 60. If
you choose to receive benefits
duced by five-ninths of one per-
cent for each month that you
are under age 62 when you
start to receive benefits. If you
decide to get benefits in a re-
duced amount before you are
62, your bnefit will continue in
the same amount even after
age 62.
You must make your decision
as to whether you want reduced
benefits at 60 or whether you ,
want to wait until later and get
a higher benefit. Even though
you are receiving benefits now,
if you decide to get your re-
duced benefits you must apply
I for the reduced benefits by
completing the necessary forms
I when you reach your 60th birth-
day. You can make application
! as much as three months be-
fore the month you are 60.
If you have any questions
send a letter or postcard to:
Mr. Lawrence S. Hammes
c-o Social Security Admini-
stration
111 N. Wabash ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60602
WHO MAKES AIR CONDITIONERS THAT DON'T FREEZE UP?
'WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER Of APPLIANCES
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
New decorator styling. . . with features that provide
the space age approach to home air conditioning
certified NEMA
capacities Ire,.
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RetiA" m 4396-3 '189"CONDITIONER
NO MONEY DOWN! NO PAYMENT 'TIL SEPTEMBER!
WHY WORRY? LET US




















ALL 4 STORES OPEN ?IL 9 P.M. EVERY NIGHT
Congress Rapped
For Snub Of Rat
Control Measure
WASHINGTON (NP!) - Mrs.
'Mamie B. Reese, president of
the 120.000-member National
Association of Colored Women
Clubs, Inc., last week lashed
out at Congress for its failure
to act on the Urban Rat
Control Bill, labeling its in-
action "a tragic mistake."
"I cannot remain silent," ,
the Atlantan declared at a;
press conference at the Shera-
ton-Park Hotel, "while one
of the primary objectives for
which the NCWC was founded
is being shattered."
"We were organized in 1896
for the purpose of raising "he
standard of living for the Ne-
gro family. Controlling the





DETROIT - A Negro man,
who allegedly helped trigger
last month's bloody riot by
shooting "Damn whitey cops."
has been jailed on three
charges.
Michael Lewis, 22, was
charged with inciting to riot
twice and with joining a riot.
Conviction of each charge
could carry punishment of
up to five years in prison.
Polite said Lewis appeared
;on the street while officers
I were trying to take away
1 scores of personal arrested in
: the "Blind Pig." an after-hour
' drinking spot. •
; Lewis a 1 legedly shouted,
"look what they're doing to our
people Damn whitey cops" -
; bottles and rocks soon Ile* po-
lice said, the riot was on.
TEETHING PAIN
ef mothers rely en Baby ORA-1111,*pip. pot on--p.,.'; gone. Roccarnanended















- Dr. W . A. Bisson
wearing w hi te jacket,
was honored with the
General Practitioner Awaid




The public i invited to meet
the United Singing Union Sun.!
day, August 20th, at the Plea-
sant Green Baptist Church.
The church is lorated at Ni-
chols and Life Street. The pro-
gram will begin at 3 p.m. Mrs.







CALL. US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED





ciation held August 6-10
at the Chase-Park Palza
hotel in St. Louis, and
making the presentation
 Anwar 
is Dr. James M. Whittico,
Jr., president of the Mound




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
411•••••• 
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
4. 
YOUR NAME  
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name
Number of papers wanted weekly
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY













Free Delivery Open 7 Days























1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY





PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Park Avis.



















































































226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526.9920
LEMON SUNDRY
2086 Chief sia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE if/. SUNDRY
1449 Lath.71M
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
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